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INFINITARY COMMUTATIVITY AND FUNDAMENTAL
GROUPS OF TOPOLOGICAL MONOIDS
JEREMY BRAZAS AND PATRICK GILLESPIE
Abstract. The well-known Eckmann-Hilton Principle may be applied to prove
that fundamental groups of H-spaces are commutative. In this paper, we iden-
tify an infinitary analogue of the Eckmann-Hilton Principle that applies to fun-
damental groups of all topological monoids and slightly more general objects
called pre-∆-monoids. In particular, we show that every pre-∆-monoid M is
“transfinitely pi1-commutative” in the sense that permutation of the factors
of any infinite loop-concatenation indexed by a countably infinite order and
based at the identity e P M is a homotopy invariant action. We also give a
detailed account of fundamental groups of James reduced products and apply
transfinite pi1-commutativity to make several computations.
1. Introduction
The Eckmann-Hilton Principle [9] states that if a set M is equipped with two
unital binary operations ˚ and ¨ satisfying the distributive law pa ¨ bq ˚ pc ¨ dq “
pa˚cq¨pb˚dq, then the operations ˚ and ¨ agree and are associative and commutative.
Applying this principle to the fundamental group pi1pX, eq of any H-space pX, eq, it
follows that pi1pX, eq is abelian [24, §3C, Exercise 5]. Since every loop space ΩpX, eq
is an H-space, one may apply this reasoning to confirm that all higher homotopy
groups are abelian.
Infinitary operations akin to infinite sums and products in analysis arise naturally
in the context of fundamental groups and are often highly non-commutative. These
operations arise from the ability to form an infinite loop concatenation
ś8
n“1 αn
(with order type ω) and a transfinite loop-concatenation
ś
τ αn (with dense order
type) from a shrinking sequence of loops tαnu based at a point. Computations of
singular homology groups of spaces such as the Hawaiian earring [15] and other
“wild” spaces [11, 16, 25, 28] that admit non-trivial infinitary pi1-operations typ-
ically require abstract infinite abelian group theory [22] since H1pXq is only the
“finite” abelianization of the group pi1pX,xq. For instance, if one projects the
homotopy class of a product
“ś8
n“1 αn
‰ P pi1pX,xq into H1pXq, one may only de-
compose the resulting homology class into a finite factorization and permute those
finitely many factors without changing the homology class. In general, permuting
infinitely many factors will change the homology class.
Remarkably, the difference between finitary and infinitary commutativity seems
to disappear in higher dimensions. The work of Eda-Kawamura [14] on the higher
homotopy groups of the n-dimensional Hawaiian earrings (n ě 2), suggests that
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2 J. BRAZAS AND P. GILLESPIE
higher homotopy groups are always “infinitely commutative” in the sense that if
we are given an infinite/transfinite product of based n-loops, infinite permutation
of these factors is a homotopy invariant action. In this paper, we show that this
strong version of commutativity occurs in the fundamental group of any topological
monoid (and slightly weaker objects called pre-∆-monoids). We define the point-
wise property of a space X being transfinitely pi1-commutative at a point x P X
(Definition 3.4) and show that every pre-∆-monoid is transfinitely pi1-commutative
at its identity element (Theorem 4.10). We consider the infinite shuffle argument
behind this result an infinitary analogue of the Eckmann-Hilton Principle. A crucial
part of our argument is maintaining control over the sizes of the homotopies being
used at each step.
We apply transfinite pi1-commutativity by investigating a fundamental construc-
tion, namely, the James reduced product JpXq of a based space pX, eq. This con-
struction, introduced by I.M. James [27], is important in classical homotopy theory
since JpXq is homotopy equivalent to ΩpΣXq when X is a connected CW-complex.
Applying the fundamental group to this equivalence gives pi1pJpXq, eq – pi2pΣXq –
H2pΣXq – H1pXq, confirming that pi1pJpXq, eq is the abelianization of pi1pX, eq
for CW-complex X. In the second half of this paper, we give a detailed study of
pi1pJpXq, eq in a much more general setting. Our main technical achievement in
Section 5 is the proof that the inclusion σ : X Ñ JpXq induces a surjection on
fundamental groups for any path-connected Hausdorff space (Theorem 5.16). In
particular, our analysis applies to spaces, such as the Hawaiian earring, in which
there might be infinitary pi1-products at the basepoint. Combining Theorem 5.16
with transfinite pi1-commutativity allows us to compute pi1pJpXq, eq for several im-
portant examples, including when X is the Hawaiian earring, double Hawaiian
earring, harmonic archipelago, and Griffiths twin cone. Our treatment of these
examples illustrates that pi1pJpXq, eq appears to behave as a kind of transfinite
abelianization of pi1pX, eq at e P X, a notion that we formalize in Remark 5.36.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we settle nota-
tion and define the notion of a pre-∆-monoid (Definition 2.3). This generalization
of topological monoids is critical for our study of James reduced products since
JpXq is always a pre-∆-monoid but can fail to be an actual topological monoid
(Remark 5.2). In Section 3, we define and study what it means for a space to
be transfinitely pi1-commutative at a point. In particular, we prove a useful char-
acterization of this property in terms of factorization through the Specker group
ZN (Theorem 3.6). In Section 4, we prove that all pre-∆-monoids are transfinitely
pi1-commutative at their identity element using an infinitary Eckmann-Hilton-type
argument (Theorem 4.10). In Section 5, we focus our attention on the fundamental
group of the James reduced product JpXq for a path-connected Hausdorff space X
with basepoint e P X. Since our results apply to such a broad class of spaces, we be-
gin this section with a detailed study of the topology of JpXq. Section 5 concludes
with several computations of the group pi1pJpXq, eq, the examples being chosen to
illustrate a variety of techniques and applications of infinitary commutativity.
2. Preliminaries and Notation
For spaces X,Y , let Y X denote the space of maps f : X Ñ Y with the compact-
open topology generated by subbasic sets xK,Uy “ tf | fpKq Ď Uu where K Ď X
is compact and U Ď Y is open. If A Ď X, B Ď Y , then pY,BqpX,Aq Ď Y X
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will denote the subspace of relative maps satisfying fpAq Ď B. If A “ tx0u and
B “ ty0u contain only basepoints, we may simply write pY, y0qpX,x0q. The constant
function X Ñ Y at y0 is denoted cy0 . If f : pX,xq Ñ pY, yq is a based map, then
f# : pi1pX,xq Ñ pi1pY, yq denotes the homomorphism induced on the fundamental
group.
Definition 2.1. A sequence tfnu in Y X is null at y P Y if for every open neigh-
borhood U of y, there is an N P N such that Impfnq Ď U for all n ě N , i.e.
if tfnu Ñ cy in the compact-open topology. In particular, we refer to tfnu as a
null-sequence.
A path in a topological space X is a continuous function I Ñ X where I “ r0, 1s
is the closed unit interval. If α1, α2, . . . , αn : I Ñ X is a sequence of paths satisfying
αip1q “ αi`1p0q, we write śmn“1 αn or α1 ¨ α2 ¨ ¨ ¨αn for the n-fold concatenation
defined to be αi on the interval
“
i´1
n ,
i
n
‰
. We write α´ptq “ αp1 ´ tq for the
reverse of a path α. We write ΩpX,x0q for the based loop space pX,x0qpI,BIq. If
ra, bs, rc, ds Ď I and α : ra, bs Ñ X, β : rc, ds Ñ X are maps, we write α ” β if
α “ β ˝ λ for some increasing homeomorphism λ : ra, bs Ñ rc, ds; if λ is linear and
if it does not create confusion, we will identify α and β. Throughout this paper,
any space in which paths are considered is assumed to be path-connected.
A monoid is a set M equipped a monoid operation, i.e. an associative, binary
operation µ : M ˆM Ñ M , µpa, bq “ a ˚ b, which has an identity element e P M .
We utilize the following notation:
‚ If f, g : X ÑM are maps, let f˚g : X ÑM denote the function pf˚gqpxq “
fpxq ˚ gpxq.
‚ If f : X Ñ M is a map and a P M , we let a ˚ f and f ˚ a denote the
functions X ÑM given by x ÞÑ a ˚ fpxq and x ÞÑ fpxq ˚ a respectively.
‚ More generally, we write ˚ni“1ai to denote iterated products of elements
ai P M . We also use this notation if one or more of the ai are functions
X Ñ M from a fixed set X, e.g. if a1, a3 P M and a2, a4 : X Ñ M are
functions, then ˚4i“1ai : X ÑM is the function x ÞÑ a1a2pxqa3a4pxq.‚ If A1, A2, . . . , An Ď M , then ˚ni“1Ai denotes the product µn p
śn
i“1Aiq “t˚ni“1ai | ai P Aiu where µn : Mn ÑM , µnpa1, a2, . . . , anq “ ˚ni“1ai is the
n-ary multiplication function. In particular, we write A ˚B for ta ˚ b | a P
A, b P Bu.
If M is also equipped with a topology such that µ is continuous, then we call M a
topological monoid. Although concatenation pα, βq ÞÑ α ¨ β is a continuous binary
operation on ΩpX,x0q, it is only associative and unital up to homotopy. Despite
this inconvenience, one may employ the homotopy equivalent Moore loop space
Ω˚pX,x0q, which is a genuine topological monoid. We refer to [34] for the details
and remark that the homotopy equivalence ΩpX,x0q Ñ Ω˚pX,x0q in [34, Corollary
2.19] holds for arbitrary path-connected spaces X.
Since we work in a very general context, there will be some instances when the
operation M ˆM Ñ M is not jointly continuous, but is “continuous enough” to
ensure that all of our results apply. To formalize this idea, we recall the notion of
a ∆-generated space.
Definition 2.2. A topological space X is ∆-generated if U Ď X is open if and
only if α´1pUq is open in I for all paths α : I Ñ X.
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Note that a space X is ∆-generated if and only if it is the topological quotient of a
disjoint sum of copies of I. Hence, every Peano continuum (connected, locally path-
connected, compact metric space) is ∆-generated and every ∆-generated space is a
locally path-connected k-space. For any space X, let ∆pXq be the space with the
same underlying set as X but with the topology generated by the sets α´1pUq for
all paths α : I Ñ X. Certainly, this new topology is finer than the original topology
on X and is equal to the topology on X if and only if X is already ∆-generated.
Moreover, ∆pXq is ∆-generated and is characterized by the universal property that
if f : D Ñ X is a map from a ∆-generated space D, then f : D Ñ ∆pXq is also
continuous. In particular, the identity function ∆pXq Ñ X is a weak homotopy
equivalence. We refer to [6, 18] for more on ∆-generated spaces.
Definition 2.3. A pre-∆-monoid consists of a space M and a monoid operation
µ : M ˆ M Ñ M , µpa, bq “ a ˚ b on M with the property that for any paths
α, β : I Ñ M , the product path α ˚ β : I Ñ M is continuous. If M is also a
group, then we refer to M as a pre-∆-group. If M is ∆-generated, then we call M
a ∆-monoid.
Every topological monoid is a pre-∆-monoid. The following proposition illus-
trates the sense in which a pre-∆-monoid is “almost” a topological monoid. We
are particularly motivated to develop results for pre-∆-monoids since the James
reduced product JpXq studied in Section 5 is always a pre-∆-monoid for Hausdorff
X but may not be a genuine topological monoid.
Proposition 2.4. For any monoid M with topology and operation µ : M2 Ñ M ,
the following are equivalent:
(1) M is a pre-∆-monoid,
(2) ∆pMq is a ∆-monoid,
(3) the k-ary operation µk : ∆pMkq Ñ M , µkpa1, a2, . . . akq “ ˚ki“1ai is con-
tinuous for all k ě 2,
(4) The operation MD ˆMD Ñ MD, pf, gq ÞÑ f ˚ g is well-defined for any
∆-generated space D.
Proof. (1) ñ (2) If M is a pre-∆-monoid and α, β : I Ñ ∆pMq are paths, then
α, β : I ÑM are also continuous. Thus α˚β : I ÑM is continuous by assumption.
By the universal property of ∆pMq, α ˚ β : I Ñ ∆pMq is continuous.
(2) ñ (3) Suppose ∆pMq is a ∆-monoid and let U Ď M be open. Let f “
pα1, α2, . . . , αkq : I Ñ Mk be any path. Then αi : I Ñ ∆pMq is continuous for
each i and we have that α “ µk ˝ f “ ˚ki“1αi : I Ñ ∆pMq is continuous by
assumption. Since ∆pMq has a finer topology than M , α : I Ñ M is continuous.
Thus α´1pUq “ f´1pµ´1k pUqq is open in I. This shows that µ´1k pUq is in the
topology of ∆pMkq, proving the continuity of µk.
(3) ñ (4) Suppose µ : ∆pM2q Ñ M is continuous, D is ∆-generated, and
f, g : D Ñ M are maps. Then pf, gq : D Ñ M2 is continuous and, since D is
∆-generated, so is pf, gq : D Ñ ∆pM2q. Thus f ˚ g “ µ ˝ pf, gq is continuous as a
function D ÑM .
(4) ñ (1) is obvious since I is ∆-generated. 
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Within the category of ∆-generated spaces, the categorical product of two ∆-
generated spaces X,Y is ∆pX ˆ Y q. Hence, condition (3) in Proposition 2.4 in-
dicates that M is a pre-∆-monoid if and only if ∆pMq is a monoid-object in the
category of ∆-generated spaces.
3. Transfinite commutativity in fundamental groups
3.1. The Hawaiian earring and infinitary operations on loops. To define
the notion of transfinite pi1-commutativity, we employ the fundamental group of
the Hawaiian earring. Let Cn Ă R2 denote the circle of radius 1n centered at
`
1
n , 0
˘
and H “ ŤnPN Cn be the Hawaiian earring with basepoint b0 “ p0, 0q. We define
some important loops in H as follows:
‚ For each n P N, let `n P ΩpCn, b0q be the canonical counterclockwise loop
traversing the circle Cn.
‚ Let `8 P ΩpH, b0q denote the loop defined as `n on the interval
”
n´1
n ,
n
n`1
ı
and `8p1q “ b0.
‚ Let C Ď I be the middle third Cantor set. Write IzC “ Ťně1 Ť2n´1k“1 Ikn
where Ikn is an open interval of length
1
3n and, for fixed n, the sets I
k
n are
indexed by their natural ordering in I. Let `τ P ΩpH, b0q be the loop defined
so that `τ pCq “ b0 and `τ :“ `2n´1`k´1 on Ikn (see Figure 1).
ℓ1ℓ2 ℓ3ℓ4 ℓ5 ℓ6 ℓ7
Figure 1. The tranfinite concatenation loop `τ
The fundamental group pi1pH, b0q is uncountable and not free. However, pi1pH, b0q
is locally free and naturally isomorphic to a subgroup of an inverse limit of free
groups. For any set A Ď N, let HA “ ŤnPA Cn. As special cases, let Hěn “Ť
měn Cm be the smaller homeomorphic copies of H and let Hďn “
Ťn
m“1 Cn be the
wedge of the first n-circles so that pi1pHďn, b0q “ Fn is the group freely generated by
the elements r`1s, r`2s, . . . , r`ns. The retractions rn`1,n : Hďn`1 Ñ Hďn collapsing
Cn`1 to b0 induce an inverse sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Fn`1 Ñ Fn Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ F2 Ñ F1
on fundamental groups, in which Fn`1 Ñ Fn deletes the letter r`n`1s from a given
word. The inverse limit pˇi1pH, b0q “ limÐÝn Fn is the first shape homotopy group [29].
The retractions rn : H Ñ Hďn, which collapse Hěn`1 to b0, induce a canonical
homomorphism
ψ : pi1pH, b0q Ñ pˇi1pH, b0q where ψprαsq “ prr1 ˝ αs, rr2 ˝ αs, . . . q.
It is well known that ψ is injective [31] and more generally that pi1-injectivity
into the first shape homotopy group holds for all one-dimensional metric spaces
[12]. Thus a homotopy class rαs P pi1pH, b0q is trivial if and only if for every
n P N, the projection prnq#prαsq P Fn reduces to the trivial word as a word in the
letters r`1s, r`2s, . . . , r`ns. Based on the injectivity of ψ, we also note that for every
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finite set F Ď N, the inclusions HF Ñ H and HNzF Ñ H induce an isomorphism
pi1pHF , b0q ˚ pi1pHNzF , b0q Ñ pi1pH, b0q. Hence any rαs P pi1pH, b0q factors uniquely
as a finite product of homotopy classes alternating between HF and HNzF .
Remark 3.1. If f : pH, b0q Ñ pX,xq is a map, then the sequence tf ˝ `nu is null
at x. Conversely, if tαnu is a null-sequence of loops based at x, then we may define
a continuous map f : HÑ X by f ˝ `n “ αn. Hence, null-sequences of loops based
at x P X are in bijective correspondence with maps pH, b0q Ñ pX,xq.
Definition 3.2. Suppose αn P ΩpX,xq is a null-sequence and f : H Ñ X is the
map with f ˝ `n “ αn.
‚ We write ś8n“1 αn for the loop f ˝ `8, which we call the infinite concate-
nation of the sequence tαnu.
‚ We write śτ αn for the loop f ˝ `τ , which we call the transfinite concate-
nation of the sequence tαnu.
Let T “ śnPN S1 be the infinite torus with identity element/basepoint x0 and
let η : H Ñ T be the canonical embedding onto the subspace Ž8n“1 S1 of T.
The fundamental group pi1pT, x0q may be identified with the Specker group ZN
where rη ˝ `ns is identified with the unit vector en P ZN, which has 1 in the n-th
coordinate and 0’s elsewhere. It is well-known that the induced homomorphism
η# : pi1pH, b0q Ñ pi1pT, x0q is surjective. In [5, 10], ZN is described as a “strong
abelianization” of pi1pH, b0q. Our more general approach to infintite commutativity
is founded upon the difference between the highly non-commutative group pi1pH, b0q
and the highly commutative group ZN.
The proof of the following lemma is sketched in [4, Example 3.10]. Since it is
important for the proof of Theorem 3.6, we give a more detailed proof. It states that
any non-trivial element rαs P pi1pH, b0q where α has winding number 0 around Cn
for all n P N factors as the infinite concatenation of a null-sequence of commutators.
Lemma 3.3. If 1 ‰ rαs P kerpη#q, then there is a null-sequence γn P ΩpH, b0q such
that rαs “ “ś8n“1 γn‰ and γn ” śkni“1 `αn,i ¨ βn,i ¨ α´n,i ¨ β´n,i˘ for loops αn,i, βn,i P
ΩpHěn, b0q and integers kn P N.
Proof. Let G “ pi1pH, b0q and Gn “ pi1pHěn, b0q for n ě 2 and let rK,Ks denote the
commutator subgroup of a group K. Consider a non-contractible loop α P ΩpH, b0q
such that rαs P kerpη#q. Set γ0 “ cb0 and β0 “ α so that rαs “ rγ0srβ0s. Proceeding
by induction, suppose that we have constructed loops γi P ΩpHěi, b0q, 0 ď i ď n´1
and βn´1 P ΩpHěn, b0q such that
‚ rαs “
´śn´1
i“0 rγis
¯
rβn´1s,
‚ rγis P rGi, Gis,
‚ rβn´1s P kerpη#q.
Since rβn´1s P pi1pHěn, b0qXkerpη#q, we have factorization rβn´1s “śmi“1 prδisr`nsiq
where the loop δi has image in Hěn`1 and
řm
i“1 i “ 0. Since βn´1 and βn “śm
i“1 δi are homologous in Hěn, there is a loop γn P ΩpHěn, b0q such that rγns PrGn, Gns and rβn´1s “ rγnsrβns. Since rβn´1s P kerpη#q and rγns P rGn, Gns ď
rG,Gs ď kerpη#q, we have rβns P kerpη#q. This completes the induction.
The induction provides a null sequence tγnu such that rγns P rGn, Gns and rαs “
pśni“1rγisq rβns for all n P N. Notice that “ś8n“1 γn‰´1 rαs is represented by each
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loop in the null-sequence
!`ś8
i“n`1 γi
˘´ ¨ βn)
nPN
. Thus, since H is homotopically
Hausdorff at b0, we have
“ś8
n“1 γn
‰´1 rαs “ 1 in pi1pH, b0q. We conclude that rαs ““ś8
n“1 γn
‰
where γn has the form described in the statement of the lemma. 
3.2. Defining and characterizing transfinite pi1-commutativity. Since `8
and `τ are fixed, permuting the terms of a null-sequence tαnu will typically change
the homotopy class of both
ś8
n“1 αn and
ś
τ αn. The following definition describes
when such permutations are homotopy invariant.
Definition 3.4. A space X is
(1) infinitely pi1-commutative at x P X if for every null sequence αn P ΩpX,xq
and bijection φ : NÑ N, we have rś8n“1 αns “ rś8n“1 αφpnqs in pi1pX,xq.
(2) transfinitely pi1-commutative at x P X if for every null sequence αn P
ΩpX,xq and bijection φ : N Ñ N, we have rśτ αns “ rśτ αφpnqs in
pi1pX,xq.
The Rearrangement Theorem in Calculus says that a convergent infinite sumř8
n“1 an of real numbers is absolutely convergent if and only if for every bijection
φ : N Ñ N, we have ř8n“1 an “ ř8n“1 aφpnq. The property of being infinitely
pi1-commutative is analogous.
Remark 3.5. If X is infinitely or transfinitely pi1-commutative at x P X, then
pi1pX,xq is commutative in the usual sense. For example, if X is transfinitely pi1-
commutative at x and α, β P ΩpX,xq, we may define f : H Ñ H by f ˝ `1 “ α,
f ˝ `3 “ β, and f ˝ `n “ cx if n R t1, 3u. Any bijection φ that permutes 1 and 3
gives rα ¨ βs “ rśτ f ˝ `ns “ rśτ f ˝ `φpnqs “ rβ ¨ αs. The argument for the infinite
case is similar.
Theorem 3.6. For any space X and x P X, the following are equivalent:
(1) for every map f : pH, b0q Ñ pX,xq, there exists a homomorphism g :
pi1pT, x0q Ñ pi1pX,xq such that f# “ g ˝ η#,
(2) X is transfinitely pi1-commutative at x P X,
(3) X is infinitely pi1-commutative at x P X.
Proof. (1) ñ (2) Suppose that X satisfies (1), f : pH, b0q Ñ pX,xq is a map, and
φ : NÑ N is a bijection. By assumption, there is a homomorphism g : pi1pT, x0q Ñ
pi1pX,xq such that g ˝ η# “ f#. Set αn “ f ˝ `n for n P N and recall that
`τ “ śτ `n. If we identify pi1pT, x0q with ZN in the natural way, then η#pr`τ sq “p1, 1, 1, . . . q. Since each `n appears exactly once in the concatenation śτ `φpnq,
we also have η#prśτ `φpnqsq “ p1, 1, 1, . . . q. Therefore, rśτ αns “ f#prśτ `nsq “
gpη#prśτ `nsqq “ gp1, 1, 1, . . . q and similarly, we have rśτ αφpnqs “ gp1, 1, 1, . . . q.
Thus rśτ αns “ rśτ αφpnqs, proving transfinite pi1-commutativity.
(2) ñ (3) Suppose X is transfinitely pi1-commutative at x P X, αn P ΩpX,xq is
a null-sequence, and φ : N Ñ N is a bijection. Define maps f, g : H Ñ X so that
f ˝ `2k´1 “ αk, g ˝ `2k´1 “ βk for all k P N and f ˝ `n “ g ˝ `n “ cx otherwise.
Choose any bijection ψ : N Ñ N satisfying ψp2k ´ 1q “ 2φpkq ´ 1 for all k P N.
By this choice, we have
ś
τ f ˝ `n »
ś8
k“1 αk and
ś
τ g ˝ `n »
ś8
k“1 αφpkq by
collapsing constant subpaths. Thus
“ś8
k“1 αk
‰ “ rśτ f ˝ `ns “ “śτ f ˝ `ψpnq‰ “
rśτ g ˝ `ns “ “ś8k“1 αφpkq‰, where the middle equality follows from transfinite pi1-
commutativity.
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(3) ñ (1) Suppose X is infinitely pi1-commutative at x P X and f : pH, b0q Ñ
pX,xq is a map. To show that such a homomorphism g exists, it suffices to show
that f#pkerpη#qq “ 1. Let 1 ‰ rαs P kerpη#q. By Lemma 3.3, we may assume
(˚) α ”
8ź
n“1
˜
knź
i“1
αn,i ¨ βn,i ¨ α´n,i ¨ β´n,i
¸
where αn,i, βn,i P ΩpHěn, b0q. Notice the factors of this concatenation have order
type ω, so we may write α ” ś8m“1 δm where δm are the factors αn,i, βn,i, β´n,i,
or β´n,i appearing in the same order as the concatenation in (˚). Let φ : NÑ N be
the bijection defined so that for all j P N, we have φp4j ´ 3q “ 4j ´ 3, φp4j ´ 2q “
4j ´ 1, φp4j ´ 1q “ 4j ´ 2, and φp4jq “ 4j. By infinite pi1-commutativity, we have
rf ˝ αs “ “ś8m“1 f ˝ δm‰ “ “ś8m“1 f ˝ δφpmq‰. The bijection φ was defined so that
8ź
m“1
δφpmq ”
8ź
n“1
˜
knź
i“1
αn,i ¨ α´n,i ¨ βn,i ¨ β´n,i
¸
.
The concatenation on the right is a reparemeterization of an infinite concatenation
of consecutive inverse pairs and therefore is null-homotopic in H. Thus, since“ś8
m“1 δφpmq
‰ “ 1 in pi1pH, b0q, we have f#prαsq “ f# `“ś8m“1 δφpmq‰˘ “ 1 in
pi1pX,xq. 
In Condition (1) of Theorem 3.6, note that if such a g exists, it is necessarily
unique by the surjectivity of η#. For the remainder of this subsection, we consider
some consequences of Theorem 3.6. Applying, once again, the fact that η#pr`τ sq “
η#pr`8sq, the next result follows immediately.
Corollary 3.7. If X has transfinite pi1-commutativity at x P X, then for every
null-sequence αn P ΩpX,xq, we have rśτ αns “ “ś8n“1 αn‰.
For a compact nowhere dense subset A Ď I, let IpAq denote the set of connected
components of rminpAq,maxpAqszA with the natural linear ordering inherited from
I. For instance, the set IpCq of components of the complement of the Cantor set C
in I has the order type of the rationals.
Lemma 3.8. Suppose X has transfinite pi1-commutativity at x P X and α, β P
ΩpX,xq are non-constant paths. If there is a bijection ψ : Ipα´1pxqq Ñ Ipβ´1pxqq
such that for every J P Ipα´1pxqq, we have α|J ” β|ψpJq, then rαs “ rβs in pi1pX,xq.
Proof. If Ipα´1pxqq is finite, then the conclusion follows from the fact that pi1pX,xq
is abelian. Suppose Ipα´1pxqq is infinite. Since IpCq is a dense countable order,
there exist order embeddings µ : Ipα´1pxqq Ñ IpCq and ν : Ipβ´1pxqq Ñ IpCq.
Find a bijection Ψ : IpCq Ñ IpCq, which extends ψ in the sense that Ψ ˝ µ “ ν ˝ψ.
Define a bijection φ : N Ñ N by φ “ θ´1 ˝ Ψ ˝ θ. Hence, we have the following
commutative diagram of linear orders where µ and ν are order-preserving and all
other morphisms are set-bijections.
Ipα´1pxqq
ψ

µ
// IpCq
Ψ

N
φ

θoo
Ipβ´1pxqq
ν
// IpCq N
θ
oo
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For n P N, let γn ” α|J if J P Ipα´1pxqq and θpnq “ µpJq and let γn “ cx be
constant otherwise. As before, we have
ś
τ γn » α by collapsing constant loops.
Similarly, let δm ” β|K if K P Ipβ´1pxqq and θpmq “ νpKq and let δm “ cx be
constant otherwise. From this choice, we have
ś
τ δm » β by collapsing constant
loops.
Fix n P N. If θpnq “ µpJq, then we have θpφpnqq “ νpψpJqq and thus γn ” α|J ”
β|
ψpJq ” δφpnq. If θpnq R Impµq, then θpφpnqq R Impµq and we have γn “ δφpnq “ cx.
Hence, γn ” δφpnq for all n P N. This gives
rαs “
«ź
τ
γn
ff
“
«ź
τ
δφpnq
ff
“
«ź
τ
δn
ff
“ rβs
where the second to last equality is given by transfinite pi1-commutativity. 
As a specific example, and analogue of infinite double series, the next corollary
applies Lemma 3.8 to infinite concatenations of order type ω2.
Corollary 3.9. If X has transfinite pi1-commutativity at x P X, and αm,n P
ΩpX,xq, m,n P N is a doubly indexed sequence such that every neighborhood of
e contains all but finitely many of the images Impαm,nq, then, in pi1pX,xq, we
have: « 8ź
m“1
8ź
n“1
αm,n
ff
“
« 8ź
n“1
8ź
m“1
αm,n
ff
.
It will also be useful to know that the property of being transfinitely pi1-commutative
at a given basepoint is invariant under basepoint-preserving homotopy equivalence.
Lemma 3.10. Suppose k : X Ñ Y is a homotopy equivalence. If x P X and Y
is transfinitely pi1-commutative at kpxq, then X is transfinitely pi1-commutative at
x. In particular, if f : pX,xq Ñ pY, yq is a based homotopy equivalence, then X is
transfinitely pi1-commutative at x if and only if Y is transfinitely pi1-commutative
at y.
Proof. We apply Theorem 3.6 in both directions. If f : pH, b0q Ñ pX,xq is a
map, then since Y is is transfinitely pi1-commutative at kpxq, there exists a unique
homomorphism g1 : ZN Ñ pi1pY, kpxqq such that g1 ˝η# “ pk˝fq#. Now g “ k´1# ˝g1
is a unique homomorphism ZN Ñ pi1pX,xq satisfying g ˝ η# “ f#. Thus X is
transfinitely pi1-commutative at x. The second statement of the lemma follows
easily by applying the first statement to a based homotopy equivalence and its
based homotopy inverse. 
We identify an algebraic condition that implies transfinite pi1-commutativity in-
dependent of basepoint. An abelian group A is cotorsion provided that whenever
A ď G with G abelian and G{A torsion-free, we have G “ A‘B for some B ď G.
The abelian group A is called cotorsion-free if it does not contain a non-trivial
cotorsion subgroup. It is shown in [15] that the kernel of the induced homomor-
phism η˚ : H1pHq Ñ H1pTq is cotorsion and hence H1pHq – H1pTq ‘ kerpη˚q. Let
hX : pi1pX,xq Ñ H1pXq denote the Hurewicz homomorphism for a space X.
Lemma 3.11. If pi1pX,xq is a cotorsion-free abelian group, then X is transfinitely
pi1-commutative at all of its points.
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Proof. If pi1pX,xq is cotorsion-free, then pi1pX, yq is cotorsion-free for all y P X.
Hence, it suffices to show that X is transfinitely pi1-commutative at x P X. Let
f : pH, b0q Ñ pX,xq be a map. Since pi1pX,xq is abelian, there is a unique homo-
morphism g1 : H1pHq Ñ pi1pX,xq such that g1 ˝ hH “ f#. Since kerpη˚q is cotor-
sion and any homomorphic image of a cotorsion group is cotorsion, we must have
g1pkerpη˚qq “ 0. Hence, there is a unique homomorphism g2 : H1pHq{ kerpη˚q Ñ
pi1pX,xq such that if p : H1pHq Ñ H1pHq{ kerpη˚q is the projection, then g2˝p “ g1.
Let k : H1pTq Ñ H1pHq{ kerpη˚q be the canonical isomorphism and set g “
g2 ˝ k ˝ hT. From the naturality of the Hurewicz homomorphisms it follows di-
rectly that g ˝ η# “ f#, verifying (1) in Theorem 3.6. 
Example 3.12. One may construct a CW-complex X, with fundamental group
isomorphic to ZN{ ‘N Z, which is not a cotorsion-free group. However, since X is
locally contractible, X is (trivially) transfinitely pi1-commutative at all of its points.
Hence, the converse of Lemma 3.11 is far from being true. This example emphasizes
the fact that the transfinitely pi1-commutative property is an invariant property of
the infinitary structure of fundamental groups inherited from the loop space and
not the underlying (finitary) group structure.
Example 3.13. It is also worth noting that the transfinitely pi1-commutative prop-
erty is not a purely local property since it is possible for a space to fail to be trans-
finitely pi1-commutative at a point due to the global structure of the space. For
example, if X “ HYIYT{„ where b0 „ 0 and x0 „ 1, then pi1pX,x0q is isomorphic
to the free product pi1pH, b0q ˚ pi1pT, x0q. Since pi1pX,x0q is not abelian, X is not
transfinitely pi1-commutative at any point. However, the open set U Ď X, which is
the image of p1{2, 1s YT in X, has cotorsion-free fundamental group isomorphic to
ZN. Hence, by Theorem 3.11, U is transfinitely pi1-commutative at all of its points.
Taking this argument further, one could show that X is “locally” transfinitely pi1-
commutative at x0. Indeed, there are a number of local/semilocal variants of the
transfinitely pi1-commutative property that one could compare and contrast.
3.3. Well-definedness of operations on homotopy classes. We have chosen
to avoid infinite sum notation
ř8
n“1rαns to represent the homotopy class of an infi-
nite concatenation
ś8
n“1 αn even in the presence of transfintite pi1-commutativity
because the infinitary operation tαnu ÞÑ
“ś8
n“1 αn
‰
on null-sequences does not
always induce a well-defined operation trαnsu ÞÑ
“ś8
n“1 αn
‰
on homotopy classes.
The well-definedness of such infinitary operations on fundamental groups has been
studied in significant detail in [1, 4].
Definition 3.14. We say that a space X
(1) has well-defined infinite pi1-products at x P X if for any null-sequences
αn, βn P ΩpX,xq such that αn » βn for all n P N, we have ś8n“1 αn »ś8
n“1 βn,
(2) has well-defined transfinite pi1-products at x P X if for any null-sequences
αn, βn P ΩpX,xq such that αn » βn for all n P N, we have śτ αn »śτ βn,
(3) is homotopically Hausdorff at x P X if for every rαs P pi1pX,xq, there exists
a neighborhood U of x such that ΩpU, xq X rαs “ H.
Remark 3.15. In general, we have (3) ñ (1) and (2) ñ (1) where (1) ô (3) if X
is first countable at x; see [4, Section 3]. It is an open problem if (1) ô (2) holds
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in general. We refer to [1, 4, 7, 19, 20] for more on the homotopically Hausdorff
property and its relationship to other properties of fundamental group(oid)s.
Lemma 3.16. Suppose X has transfinite pi1-commutativity at x P X. Then X has
well-defined infinite pi1-products at x if and only if X has well-defined transfinite
pi1-products at x. Moreover, these are equivalent to being homotopically Hausdorff
at x if X is first countable at x.
Proof. In light of Remark 3.15, it suffices to show that, assuming the hypothesis,
well-defined infinite pi1-products at x ñ well-defined transfinite pi1-products at x.
Suppose X has well-defined infinite pi1-products at x and αn, βn P ΩpX,xq are null-
sequences such that αn » βn for all n P N. Consider the maps f1, f2 : HÑ X with
f1 ˝ `n “ αn and f2 ˝ `n “ βn. By assumption, we have pf1q#pr`8sq “ pf2q#pr`8sq.
Corollary 3.7 gives pfiq#r`8s “ pfiq#pr`τ sq for i P t1, 2u. Hence, we have rśτ αns “pf1q#pr`τ sq “ pf2q#pr`τ sq “ rśτ βns. 
In the next two results, we give each fundamental group the natural quotient
topology inherited from the loop space. It is known that this topology on pi1 is
functorial, i.e. a map f : pX,xq Ñ pY, yq induces a continuous homomorphism
f# : pi1pX,xq Ñ pi1pY, yq. In particular, the quotient topology on pi1pT, x0q “ ZN
agrees with the direct product topology where each factor Z is discrete. We refer
to [3] for more on the basic theory of the quotient topology on pi1.
Lemma 3.17. If tskukPN Ñ s is a convergent sequence in pi1pT, x0q “ ZN, then
there exists a convergent sequence tβkukPN Ñ β in ΩpH, b0q such that η#prβksq “ sk
and η#prβsq “ s. In particular, η# is a topological quotient map.
Proof. Write sk “ pak1 , ak2 , ak3 , . . . q and s “ pb1, b2, b3, . . . q as sequences of integers.
Since ZN has the product topology, if tsku Ñ s, then for every n P N, there exists
Kn P N such that akn “ bn for all k ě Kn. Consider the infinite concatenations
in H: βk “ ś8n“1 `aknn and β “ ś8n“1 `bnn where `0n denotes cb0 . By construction,
we have η#prβksq “ sk and η#prβsq “ s. Since the n-th factor in the sequence βk
stabilizes to the n-th factor of β, it follows that tβku Ñ β in the compact-open
topology on ΩpH, b0q.
The identifying map pi : ΩpH, b0q Ñ pi1pH, b0q is assumed to be continuous (and
quotient). Note that ZN is a sequential space and, by the previous paragraph,
η# ˝ pi : ΩpH, b0q Ñ pi1pT, x0q lifts all convergent sequences. It follows that η# ˝ pi
is a quotient map and thus η# is quotient as well. 
Recalling the notion of a “cotorsion-free” abelian group from the previous section,
we note that it is well-known from infinite abelian group theory that an abelian
group A is cotorsion-free if and only if for every homomorphism g : ZN Ñ A,
we have
Ş
nPN g
`ś8
k“n Z
˘ “ 0 (See [5, Theorem 7.2]). We consider a topological
analogue of this property in the next corollary where 0 will denote the closure of
the trivial subgroup in the group pi1pX,xq equipped with the quotient topology.
Corollary 3.18. Suppose X has transfinite pi1-commutativity at x P X. If for
every continuous homomorphism g : ZN Ñ 0 to the closure of the trivial subgroup
in pi1pX,xq, we have ŞnPN g `ś8k“n Z˘ “ 0, then X has well-defined transfinite
pi1-products at x.
Proof. In light of Remark 3.15 and Lemma 3.16, it suffices to show that X has well-
defined infinite pi1-products at x. Suppose to the contrary that X is transfinitely
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pi1-commutative at x but does not have well-defined infinite pi1-products at x, then
by [1, Theorem 5.12], there exists a map f : pH, b0q Ñ pX,xq such that f#pr`nsq “ 0
for all n P N and f#pr`8sq ‰ 0. By Theorem 3.15, there exists a homomorphism
g : ZN Ñ pi1pX,xq such that g˝η# “ f#. Since f# is continuous by the functorality
of the quotient topology and η# is quotient by Lemma 3.17, it follows that g is
continuous. Since gpenq “ gpη#pr`nsqq “ f#pr`nsq “ 0 for all n P N, we have
g p‘NZq “ 0. The continuity of g now gives gpZNq “ g
`‘NZ˘ ď gp‘NZq “ 0.
Hence, we may regard g as a continuous homomorphism g : ZN Ñ 0.
Let a1 “ p1, 1, 1, . . . q and, for n ě 2, let an “ a1 ´řn´1i“1 ei P ś8k“n Z be the
sequence with 0’s in the first n components and 1’s in every remaining component.
Since gpa1q “ gpη#pr`8sqq “ f#pr`8sq ‰ 0 and g p‘NZq “ 0, we have gpa1q “ gpanq
for all n P N. Hence 0 ‰ gpa1q P ŞnPN g `ś8k“n Z˘. 
Remark 3.19. Many topologies on pi1 have been considered in the literature.
We note that Corollary 3.18 holds if one replaces the quotient topology with any
functorial topology on pi1 for which (1) pi1 becomes at least a quasitopological group
(so that 0 is a subgroup), (2) pi1pT, x0q – ZN has the product topology (so that
‘NZ is dense), and (3) η# is a topological quotient map.
Combining Lemma 3.11 with Corollary 3.18 gives the following.
Theorem 3.20. If pi1pX,xq is a cotorsion-free abelian group, then X is transfinitely
pi1-commutative and has well-defined transfinite pi1-products at all of its points.
4. Fundamental groups of monoids
Throughout this section, M will represent a given path-connected pre-∆-monoid
M with identity e P M . To show that M is transfinitely pi1-commutative at e, we
begin, in Section 4.1, by expanding upon some familiar results on fundamental
groups of monoids. In particular, we will focus on controlling of the size of the
homotopies used, making a point to bound the image of a homotopy whenever
possible. The strictness of both identity and associativity in M will be used implic-
itly and this appears to be crucial to the argument. Since all of the properties we
consider are invariant under basepoint-preserving homotopy equivalence, our argu-
ments also apply to any based space pX,xq that is based homotopy equivalent to
a pre-∆ monoid pM, eq, e.g. loop spaces. Such spaces might be considered “strong
H-spaces” and include nearly all H-spaces of interest.
4.1. Elementary homotopies and their images. We recall the usual distribu-
tive law for paths: given paths αi,j : I Ñ M , 1 ď i, j ď n satisfying αi`1,jp0q “
αi,jp1q, we have ˚nj“1
śn
i“1 αi,j “
śn
i“1˚nj“1αi,j , which is a path from ˚nj“1α1,jp0q
to ˚nj“1αn,jp1q in M .
Lemma 4.1. Let α1, α2, . . . , αn : I ÑM be paths and φ : t1, 2, . . . , nu Ñ t1, 2, . . . , nu
be any bijection. For j, k P t1, 2, . . . , nu, let
βj,k :“
$’&’%
αkp0q, if φpkq P tj ` 1, j ` 2, . . . , nu
αk, if φpkq “ j
αkp1q, if φpkq P t1, 2, . . . , j ´ 1u.
Then ˚nk“1αk »
śn
j“1 p˚nk“1βj,kq by a homotopy with image in ˚nk“1Impαkq.
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Proof. Replace αkp0q and αkp1q in the definition of βj,k with the constant paths
cαkp0q and cαkp1q respectively. The value of
śn
j“1 p˚nk“1βj,kq is the same as in
the statement of the lemma and the distributive law gives
śn
j“1 p˚nk“1βj,kq “
˚nk“1
´śn
j“1 βj,k
¯
. For each k P t1, 2, . . . , nu, every factor βj,k of the concatenationśn
j“1 βj,k is constant except for βφpkq,k “ αk. Hence, there is a path-homotopy Hk :
I2 ÑM from śnj“1 βj,k to αk with image in Impαkq. Since M is a pre-∆-monoid
and I2 is ∆-generated, the monoid product ˚nk“1Hk : I2 Ñ M is continuous and
gives a path-homotopy from ˚nk“1
śn
j“1 βj,k to ˚nk“1αk with image in ˚nk“1Impαkq.

Example 4.2. In the case that n “ 2, Lemma 4.1 states that for any paths α, β :
I ÑM , the three paths α˚β, pα˚βp0qq ¨ pαp1q˚βq, and pαp0q˚βq ¨ pα˚βp1qq, are all
homotopic to each other by homotopies in Impαq ˚ Impβq. For a more complicated
example, consider paths αk : I Ñ M , 1 ď k ď 4 and the bijection φ given by
φp1q “ 2, φp2q “ 3, φp3q “ 1, φp4q “ 4. Then the product ˚4k“1αk is homotopic
(relative to the endpoints ˚4k“1αkp0q and ˚4k“1αkp1q) to the concatenation
pα1p0q ˚ α2p0q ˚ α3 ˚ α4p0qq ¨ pα1 ˚ α2p0q ˚ α3p1q ˚ α4p0qq ¨
pα1p1q ˚ α2 ˚ α3p1q ˚ α4p0qq ¨ pα1p1q ˚ α2p1q ˚ α3p1q ˚ α4q
by a homotopy in ˚4k“1Impαkq.
Corollary 4.3. For all α, β P ΩpM, eq, the loops α ˚ β, α ¨ β, and β ¨ α are all
homotopic to each other by homotopies in Impαq ˚ Impβq. Moreover, β ˚ α is
homotopic to each of these by a homotopy in pImpαq ˚ Impβqq Y pImpβq ˚ Impαqq.
Proof. Since e is a strict identity for the operation of M , we have α ˚ βp0q “ α “
α ˚ βp1q and αp1q ˚ β “ β “ αp0q ˚ β. Applying Lemma 4.1 in the case n “ 2
gives that α ˚ β, α ¨ β, and β ¨ α are all homotopic to each other by homotopies
in Impαq ˚ Impβq. By switching the roles of α and β, we also have that β ˚ α is
homotopic to β ¨ α by a homotopy in Impβq ˚ Impαq. 
Corollary 4.4. If M is a pre-∆-monoid, then pi1pM, eq is commutative and rα¨βs “
rα ˚ βs for all α, β P ΩpM, eq.
Remark 4.5 (Generalized Distributive Law). For a pre-∆-monoid M , maps f, g :
HÑM , and loop L P ΩpH, b0q, we have
pf ˚ gq ˝ L “ pf ˝ Lq ˚ pg ˝ Lq
where both sides of the equality are well-defined since I and H are ∆-generated. For
instance, setting L “ `8, f ˝ `n “ αn, and g ˝ `n “ βn, we obtain the distributive
law for infinite concatenations:
ś8
n“1pαn ˚ βnq “
`ś8
n“1 αn
˘ ˚ `ś8n“1 βn˘.
Lemma 4.6. If tαinunPN, 1 ď i ď k is a finite collection of null-sequences in
ΩpM, eq, then for any open neighborhood U of e in M , we have ˚ki“1Impαinq Ď U
for all but finitely many n. In particular,
 
˚ki“1αin
(
nPN is a null sequence.
Proof. For 1 ď i ď k, let fi : H Ñ M be the maps such that fi ˝ `n “ αin for
all n P N. Since M is a pre-∆-monoid, the k-ary operation µk : ∆pMkq Ñ M is
continuous (recall Proposition 2.4). Since Hk is a ∆-generated space, f “śki“1 fi :
Hk Ñ ∆pMkq is continuous. We have µkpfpb0, b0, . . . , b0qq “ e P U and so there
exists an open neighborhood V of b0 such that µkpfpV kqq Ď U . Find N P N such
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that Cn Ď V for all n ě N . Then ˚ki“1Impαinq “ µkpfppCnqkqq Ď µkpfpV kqq Ď U
for all n ě N , completing the proof of the first statement. Since Imp˚ki“1αinq Ď
˚ki“1Impαinq for all n P N, the second statement is an immediate consequence of
the first statement. 
Proposition 4.7. If αn, βn P ΩpM, eq are null sequences, then ś8n“1pαn ¨ βnq »ś8
n“1pαn ˚ βnq by a homotopy in
Ť
nPN Impαnq ˚ Impβnq.
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, there are homotopies Hn : I
2 ÑM with Hnps, 0q “ αn ¨ βn
and Hnps, 1q “ αn ˚ βn such that ImpHnq Ď Impαnq ˚ Impβnq. Define a homotopy
H as Hn on
”
n´1
n ,
n
n`1
ı
ˆ I for each n P N and Hpt1u ˆ Iq “ e. It suffices to show
that H is continuous at the points in t1u ˆ I. Let U be an open neighborhood of
e in M . By Lemma 4.6, Impαnq ˚ Impβnq lies in U for all but finitely many n.
Therefore, since ImpHnq Ď Impαnq ˚ Impβnq, we have Hp
“
N´1
N , 1
‰ ˆ Iq Ď U for
some N P N, verifying the continuity of H. Thus, H is the desired homotopy. 
The following theorem, which says that a concatenation of order type ω may be
reordered into a concatenation of order type ω ` ω is a first step toward infinite
commutativity.
Theorem 4.8. If M is a pre-∆-monoid and αn, βn P ΩpM, eq are null sequences of
loops, then
ś8
n“1 αn ¨βn »
`ś8
n“1 αn
˘¨`ś8n“1 βn˘ by a homotopy in Impś8n“1 αnq˚
Impś8n“1 βnq.
Proof. We have
8ź
n“1
αn ¨ βn »
8ź
n“1
αn ˚ βn “
˜ 8ź
n“1
αn
¸
˚
˜ 8ź
n“1
βn
¸
»
˜ 8ź
n“1
αn
¸
¨
˜ 8ź
n“1
βn
¸
where the first homotopy is from Proposition 4.7 and may be chosen to have image inŤ
nPN Impαnq˚Impβnq. The equality is the distributive law and the last homotopy,
using Corollary 4.3, may be chosen to have image in Impś8n“1 αnq ˚ Impś8n“1 βnq.
Since
Ť
nPN Impαnq ˚ Impβnq Ď Imp
ś8
n“1 αnq ˚ Imp
ś8
n“1 βnq, the composition of
these two homotopies has image in Impś8n“1 αnq ˚ Impś8n“1 βnq. 
Summarizing the last two statements, we conclude that for null sequences αn, βn P
ΩpM, eq, we have the following equalities in pi1pM, eq:« 8ź
n“1
αn
ff« 8ź
n“1
βn
ff
“
« 8ź
n“1
αn ˚ βn
ff
“
« 8ź
n“1
αn ¨ βn
ff
.
4.2. Transfinite pi1-commutativity for monoids. In the next lemma, we show
that M is infinitely pi1-commutative at e in a strong way.
Lemma 4.9 (Infinite Shuffle). If αn P ΩpM, eq is a null-sequence and φ : N Ñ
N is a bijection, then
ś8
n“1 αn »
ś8
n“1 αφpnq by a homotopy in Imp
ś8
n“1 αnq ˚
Impś8n“1 αnq.
Proof. Let αn P ΩpM, eq be a null sequence and φ : NÑ N be a bijection. Note that
that t`φpnqu and tαφpnqu are null sequences in ΩpH, b0q and ΩpM, eq respectively.
For convenience, we reparameterize the infinite concatenations `8 “ ś8n“1 `n and
L “ ś8n“1 `φpnq in H to be defined respectively as the loops `n and `φpnq on“
1´ 1{2n´1, 1´ 1{2n‰ and `8p1q “ Lp1q “ b0. Find a map f : H Ñ M for which
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αn “ f ˝ `n. We construct a path-homotopy H : I2 ÑM from f ˝L “ś8n“1 αφpnq
to f ˝`8 “ś8n“1 αn by recursively defining H piecewise on a sequence of shrinking
rectangles in I2.
We being the definition of H as follows: set Hps, 0q “ f ˝ Lpsq, Hps, 1q “
f ˝ `8psq, Hp0, tq “ Hp1, tq “ e, and for ps, tq P
“
1´ 12n´1 , 1´ 12n
‰ ˆ “0, 12n ‰, we
set Hps, tq “ f ˝ Lpsq. We complete the definition of H on the rectangles Rn ““
1´ 12n´1 , 1
‰ˆ“ 12n , 12n´1 ‰ by constructing individual path-homotopies Hn : I2 ÑM
and pre-composing with the canonical affine homeomorphism Rn Ñ I2.
Set An “ tφp1q, . . . , φpnqu and Bn “ NzAn and consider the subspaces HAn and
HBn of H. The first is a finite wedge of circles and the second is homeomorphic to
H. Since pi1pH, b0q “ pi1pHAn , b0q ˚ pi1pHBn , b0q, there are unique (up to reparam-
eterization) loops a1, b1 P ΩpHB1 , b0q such that `8 ” a1 ¨ `φp1q ¨ b1. Applying the
same argument inductively, we may find unique (up to reparameterization) loops
an, bn P ΩpHBn , b0q such that an´1 ¨ bn´1 ” an ¨ `φpnq ¨ bn. Observe that both tanu
and tbnu are null sequences.
Set β0 “ f ˝ `8 and for each n P N, set δn “ f ˝an, n “ f ˝ bn, and βn “ δn ¨ n.
The continuity of f and the loop-concatenation operation ensures that tδnu, tnu,
and tβnu are all null-sequences in ΩpM, eq.
For every n P N, βn´1 is a reparameterization of δn ¨ αφpnq ¨ n. Thus βn´1 »
αφpnq ¨ δn ¨ n ” αφpnq ¨βn. In particular, we may choose a homotopy δn ¨αφpnq ¨ n »
αφpnq ¨ δn ¨ n, which
‚ is the constant homotopy of n on r2{3, 1s ˆ I,
‚ and commutes δn and αφpnq on the domain r0, 2{3sˆI by a path-homotopy
with image in Impαφpnqq ˚ Impδnq (recall Corollary 4.3).
We conclude that there is a path-homotopy Hn : I
2 ÑM with Hnps, 0q “ pαφpnq ¨
βnqpsq, Hnps, 1q “ βn´1psq, and such that ImpHnq Ď pImpαφpnqq ˚ Impδnqq Y
Impnq. This completes the definition of H (See Figure 2). For all t P I and
n P N, we have αφpnqptq, δnptq, nptq P Im
`ś8
n“1 αn
˘
, making it clear that ImpHq Ď
Im
`ś8
n“1 αn
˘ ˚ Im `ś8n“1 αn˘.
The continuity of H is clear at every point except for p1, 0q P I2. However,
all three sequences αφpnq, δn, and n are null-sequences based at e. By Lemma
4.6, every neighborhood U of e in M contains all but finitely many of the sets
pImpαφpnqq˚ImpδnqqYImpnq. Therefore, all but finitely many of the sets ImpHnqY
Impαφpnqq lie in U . Continuity at p1, 0q is immediate from this observation. 
Theorem 4.10. Every pre-∆-monoid M is transfinitely pi1-commutative at its
identity element.
Proof. By Lemma 4.9, M is infinitely pi1-commutative at the identity e P M . By
Theorem 3.6, M is also transfinitely pi1-commutative at e. 
Remark 4.11. The homotopy H in Lemma 4.9 is obtained by gluing together
constant homotopies and the homotopies Hn, which are themselves an Eckmann-
Hilton-type shuffle followed by a constant homotopy. It is in this sense that we
consider this infinite shuffle to be an analogue of the Eckmann-Hilton Principle.
We also note that one may replace
ś8
n“1 αn with
ś
τ αn in Lemma 4.9 and the
exact same argument will show that for any bijection φ : NÑ N, we have śτ αn »ś8
n“1 αφpnq by a homotopy in A “ Imp
ś
τ αnq ˚ Imp
ś
τ αnq “ Imp
ś8
n“1 αnq ˚
Impś8n“1 αnq. Using φ´1 gives śτ αφpnq »ś8n“1 αn in A and concatenating these
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αϕ (1)
αϕ (1)
αϕ (1)
αϕ (2)
αϕ (2)
αϕ (2)
αϕ (3)
αϕ (3)
...
H1
H2
H3
β1
β2
Figure 2. The homotopy constructed in Lemma 4.9.
three homotopies provides a homotopy
ś
τ αn »
ś
τ αφpnq with image in A. Hence,
one may verify that M is transfinitely pi1-commutative at e P M directly (without
appealing to Theorem 3.6) while maintaining control of the size of the homotopy.
Combining Theorems 3.6 and 4.10 gives the following result, which will be used
in Section 5.
Corollary 4.12. If M is a pre-∆-monoid with identity e, then for every map
f : pH, b0q Ñ pM, eq there exists a unique homomorphism g : ZN Ñ pi1pM, eq such
that g ˝ η# “ f#.
Corollary 4.13. Let M be a pre-∆-monoid. For any null-sequence αn, βn P
ΩpM, eq, the following elements of pi1pM, eq are all equal each other:
(1)
“ś8
n“1 αn ¨ βn
‰
(2)
“ś8
n“1 αn ˚ βn
‰
(3)
“ś8
n“1 αn
‰ “ś8
n“1 βn
‰
(4) rśτ αn ¨ βns
(5) rśτ αn ˚ βns
(6) rśτ αns rśτ βns
Proof. The equality of (1),(2), and (3) was verified in Section 4.1. Applying Corol-
lary 3.7 to the null-sequences αn, βn, αn ¨ βn, and αn ˚ βn respectively gives ho-
motopies
ś
τ αn »
ś8
n“1 αn,
ś
τ βn »
ś8
n“1 βn,
ś
τ αn ¨ βn »
ś8
n“1 αn ¨ βn, andś
τ αn ˚ βn »
ś8
n“1 αn ˚ βn. Combining these with the homotopies for (1)-(3)
verifies the remaining equalities. 
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Example 4.14. For m ě 2, the space Ωm´1pX,xq “ pX,xqpSm´1,e0q of based
maps on the pm ´ 1q-sphere with basepoint cx : Sm Ñ X is based homotopy
equivalent to the Moore loop space Ω˚pΩm´2pX,xq, cxq. Since being transfinitely
pi1-commutative at the basepoint is invariant under basepoint-preserving homotopy
equivalence (recall Lemma 3.10), Ωm´1pX,xq is transfinitely pi1-commutative at the
constant map cx : S
m Ñ X. We note that applying this infinitary commutativity
in each variable of a map pIm, BImq Ñ pX,xq allows one to shuffle certain infinite
arrangments of m-cubes similar that used in [14].
In a pre-∆-monoid M , transfinite pi1-commutativity is only guaranteed at the
identity. We show how this result is strengthened when M is a group.
Theorem 4.15. A pre-∆-group is transfinitely pi1-commutative at all of its points.
Proof. Let G be a pre-∆-group. For given g P G, we verify the factorization prop-
erty given in Theorem 3.6. Let f : pH, b0q Ñ pG, gq be a map and pick any path α :
pI, 0, 1q Ñ pG, e, gq. Consider the map g´1˚f : pH, b0q Ñ pG, eq, which is continuous
since G is a pre-∆-group. The map H : HˆI Ñ G, kpx, tq “ αptq˚g´1 ˚fpxq is also
continuous and defines a free homotopy from Hpx, 0q “ g´1˚fpxq to Hpx, 1q “ fpxq
along the path Hpb0, tq “ αptq. Thus if ϕα : pi1pG, gq Ñ pi1pG, eq is the basepoint-
change isomorphism ϕαprβsq “ rα ¨ β ¨ α´s, we have pg´1 ˚ fq# “ ϕα ˝ f#. Since
g´1 ˚ f : pH, b0q Ñ pG, eq is based at the identity and G is a pre-∆-monoid, Corol-
lary 4.12 gives the existence of a unique homomorphism Fα : pi1pT, x0q Ñ pG, eq
such that Fα ˝ η# “ pg´1 ˚ fq# “ ϕα ˝ f#. Now λα “ ϕ´1α ˝ Fα is a homomor-
phism satisfying λα ˝η# “ f#. By Theorem 3.6, we conclude that G is transfinitely
pi1-commutative at g. 
4.3. Slide homotopies. In this subsection, we observe another interesting phe-
nomenon that occurs in monoids, namely, that we may begin with a transfinite
product
ś
τ αn P ΩpM, eq and “slide” individual factors αn along a given path
β : pI, 0q Ñ pM, eq so that the result remains homotopic to pśτ αnq ¨ β. Quite
remarkably, the resulting homotopy class is independent of the position along β to
which we have chosen to slide each αn.
Lemma 4.16 (Elementary Slide). For any loop α P ΩpM,aq and path β : I Ñ M
from e to b, we have
(1) α » pβ ˚ aq ¨ pb ˚ αq ¨ pβ ˚ aq´ by a homotopy in Impβq ˚ Impαq,
(2) α » pa ˚ βq ¨ pα ˚ bq ¨ pa ˚ βq´ by a homotopy in Impαq ˚ Impβq.
Moreover, if a “ e, then rb ˚ αs “ rα ˚ bs in pi1pM, bq.
Proof. Viewing α as a map pS1, x0q Ñ pM,aq and consider the map H : S1ˆI ÑM
defined by Hps, tq “ βptq ˚ αpsq. Note that Hps, 0q “ αpsq and Hps, 1q “ b ˚ α.
Define ι : I Ñ S1 ˆ I by ιptq “ px0, tq and note H ˝ ιptq “ Hpx0, tq “ βptq ˚ a.
Composing H with the homotopy ps, 0q » ι ¨ ps, 1q ¨ ι´ in S1 ˆ I, gives the desired
homotopy α » pβ ˚aq¨pb˚αq¨pβ ˚aq´, which has image in Impβq˚Impαq. Applying
the same argument with the map H 1 : S1ˆ I ÑM defined by H 1ps, tq “ αpsq˚βptq
gives the homotopy in (2). Finally, when a “ e, (1) and (2) give b ˚ α » α ˚ b. 
Proposition 4.17. If M does not have well-defined infinite pi1-products at e, then
M does not have well-defined infinite pi1-products at any of its points.
Proof. Suppose f1, f2 : pH, b0q Ñ pM, eq are maps such that f1 ˝ `n » f2 ˝ `n for all
n P N and f1 ˝`8 fi f2 ˝`8. Pick any point b PM and path β : pI, 0, 1q Ñ pM, e, bq.
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Given any loop L P ΩpH, b0q, Lemma 4.16 gives pfi ˝ Lq » β ¨ pb ˚ pfi ˝ Lqq ¨ β´.
Therefore, pb ˚ pf1 ˝Lqq » pb ˚ pf2 ˝Lqq if and only if f1 ˝L » f2 ˝L. In particular,
f1 ˝ `n » f2 ˝ `n ñ pb ˚ pf1 ˝ `nqq » pb ˚ pf2 ˝ `nqq and f1 ˝ `8 fi f2 ˝ `8 ñ
pb ˚ pf1 ˝ `8qq fi pb ˚ pf2 ˝ `8qq. It follows that tb ˚ pf1 ˝ `nqu and tb ˚ pf1 ˝ `nqu are
null-sequences of term-wise homotopic loops in ΩpM, bq, for which the corresponding
infinite concatenations are not homotopic. Thus M is does not have well-define
infinite pi1-products at b. 
We exhibit an example of the phenomenon described in Proposition 4.17 in
Example 5.40.
Lemma 4.16 describes a sliding of α along a translation of β, which becomes
a true sliding along β when a “ e. In this case, α P ΩpM, eq is the homotopy
path-conjugate (by β) of the loops b ˚ α, α ˚ b. We show that this kind of sliding
can occur in a transfinite fashion for a sequence of loops based at e, where loops
are dropped off wherever one wishes along β.
Let In P IpCq denote the unique component of IzC such that `τ |In ” `n. Let
Γ : I Ñ I denote the ternary Cantor map, which identifies the closure of each set
In P IpCq to a point and is bijective elsewhere. Take kn : In Ñ I, n P N to be the
usual increasing linear homeomorphism.
Definition 4.18. Let αn P ΩpM, eq be a null-sequence and β : pI, 0, 1q Ñ pM, e, bq
be a path. The transfinite slide of tαnu along β is a the path Sαnβ : pI, 0, 1q Ñ
pM, e, bq defined as follows:
Sαnβ ptq “
#
βpΓptqq, if t P C
βpΓptqq ˚ αnpknptqq, if t P In.
Lemma 4.19. For any null sequence αn P ΩpM, eq and path β : pI, 0, 1q Ñ
pM, e, bq, we have Sαnβ » p
ś
τ αnq ¨ β.
Proof. Let f : pH, b0q Ñ pM, eq be the map such that f ˝ `n “ αn and define
H : H ˆ I Ñ M by Hpx, sq “ βpsq ˚ fpxq. Notice that Hpb0, sq “ βpsq and
Hpx, 0q “ fpxq. Let ι : I Ñ H ˆ I the path ιpsq “ pb0, sq and for each s P I,
define `sn : I Ñ Cn ˆ tsu by `snptq “ p`nptq, sq. Then we have H ˝
`ś
τ `
0
n
˘ ¨ ι “
H ˝ `śτ `0n˘ ¨H ˝ ι “ pśτ αnq ¨ β.
Figure 3. The null-sequence tαnu and path β (left) and the trans-
finite slide Sαnβ (right).
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Next, define γ : pI, 0, 1q Ñ pHˆ I, pb0, 0q, pb0, 1qq by
γptq “
#
ιpΓptqq, if t P C
`
Γptq
n pknptqq, if t P In
and notice that H ˝ γ “ Sαnβ . It suffices to show that
`ś
τ `
0
n
˘ ¨ ι and γ are path-
homotopic in Hˆ I. Consider the deformation retraction R : pHˆ Iq ˆ I Ñ Hˆ I,
Rpx, s, tq “ px, stq onto Hˆ t0u. Then we have γptq “ Rpγptq, 1q » Rpγptq, 0q ¨ ι “`ś
τ `
0
n
˘ ¨ ι, proving the claim. 
Theorem 4.20 (Transfinite Slide). For any null sequence αn P ΩpM, eq, homotopic
paths β, β1 : pI, 0, 1q Ñ pM, e, bq, and bijection φ : NÑ N, we have Sαnβ » Sαφpnqβ1 .
Proof. By Lemma 4.19, we have Sαnβ » p
ś
τ αnq ¨ β and Sαφpnqβ1 »
`ś
τ αφpnq
˘ ¨ β1.
We have
ś
τ αn »
ś
τ αφpnq by transfinite pi1-commutativity and since we have
assumed β » β1, the result follows. 
Remark 4.21. In the above results, we have chosen to slide each αn “ f ˝ `n to
a unique position along β. Using transfinite commutativity, one can easily modify
this so that any subset of the factors tαn | n P Nu slides to the same point along β.
In particular, given any infinite partition P “ tP1, P2, P3, . . . u of N and ordering
on each Pm, define g : HÑ H so that g ˝ `m is the (finite or infinite) concatenationś
nPPm `n. Applying the above results to the sequence tf ˝g ˝ `mu and path β gives
the analogues where the loops tαn | n P Pmu slide to the same point on β and appear
as consecutive subloops of Sf˝g˝`mβ . Additionally, by replacing the Cantor map Γ
with a carefully chosen, non-decreasing, continuous, surjection I Ñ I, one may
slide the loops αn to any given countable set of points along the parameterization
of β.
5. The James Reduced Product
Let X be a path-connected space with fixed basepoint e P X. The James Re-
duced Product on the based space pX, eq is the set JpXq “ šnPNXn{„ with the
relation generated by px1, . . . , xj´1, e, xj`1, . . . , xnq „ px1, . . . , xj´1, xj`1, . . . , xnq.
We write elements of JpX, eq as finite words w “ x1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xn in the alphabet Xzteu
where |w| “ n denotes the length of the word. The basepoint represents the empty
word e which has length |e| “ 0. Under the operation of word concatenation,
JpXq is the free monoid on the based set pX, eq. Let q : šnPNXn Ñ JpXq be
the natural surjection, JnpXq “ qpXnq be the set of words with length ď n, and
qn : X
n Ñ JnpXq be the restriction of q. We give JpXq the topology that is typi-
cally used in algebraic topology [34, Chapter VII.2]: Xn has the product topology,
JnpXq has the quotient topology with respect to qn, and JpXq has the weak topol-
ogy with respect to the subspaces tJnpXq | n P Nu so that C Ď JpXq is closed
(resp. open) if and only if C X JnpXq is closed (resp. open) for all n P N. In other
words, JpXq “ limÝÑn JnpXq is the inductive limit of the subspaces JnpXq. We let
σ : X Ñ JpXq denote the continuous injection of generators and note that every
based map f : X ÑM to a topological monoid M extends uniquely to a continuous
homomorphism rf : JpXq ÑM such that rf ˝ σ “ f .
Remark 5.1. In our analysis of JpXq, it is helpful to think of JpXq in terms of
the following inductive construction: begin with X “ J1pXq and glue X2 to X
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by considering X ˆ teu and teu ˆX as two sides of a square representing X2 and
identifying these two faces homeomorphically with X to obtain J2pXq. Inductively,
visualize Xn as an n-cube r0, 1sn where the n faces on the coordinate axes corre-
spond to the subspaces teu ˆ Xn´1, X ˆ teu ˆ Xn´2, . . . , Xn´1 ˆ teu, which are
homeomorphic to Xn´1. Now JnpXq is obtained by attaching Xn to Jn´2pXq by
gluing each of these faces to Jn´1pXq according the identifications given by qn´1.
Remark 5.2. Although JpXq has the universal property of the free topological
monoid TMpXq on a based space pX, eq, the word-concatenation operation JpXqˆ
JpXq Ñ JpXq can fail to be continuous. For example, the proof of [17, Theorem
4.1] may be used to show that JpQq ˆ JpQq Ñ JpQq is not continuous. For a
path-connected example, one may use the cone CQ “ QˆIQˆt1u with the image of
p0, 0q as the basepoint e. In contrast, the free topological monoid TMpXq has
the finest topology such that TMpXq ˆ TMpXq Ñ TMpXq is continuous and
σ : X Ñ TMpXq is continuous and universal in the same sense as it is for JpXq.
Thus we have JpXq “ TMpXq if and only if JpXq ˆ JpXq Ñ JpXq is continuous.
We verify this equality in the important case of kω-spaces in Lemma 5.13.
5.1. The topology of JpXq. Since we consider James reduced products in signif-
icant generality, we take care with the topological properties of JpXq. Every result
here either makes up the argument for Theorem 5.16 or is needed for a computation
in Section 5.3.
Proposition 5.3. Consider JpXq for any space X and e P X. Then
(1) the canonical map q :
š
nPNXn Ñ JpXq is a quotient map,
(2) if teu is closed in X, then JnpXq is closed in JpXq for all n P N,
(3) if X is T1, then JnpXq, n P N and JpXq are T1.
Proof. (1) Let C Ď JpXq such that q´1pCq is closed. Then q´1pCqXXn “ q´1n pCX
JnpXqq is closed in Xn for all n P N. Since qn is quotient, C X JnpXq is closed in
JnpXq for all n P N and thus C is closed in JpXq.
(2) By (1), it suffices to show that
š
iPNXizq´1pJnpXqq is open in
š
iPNXi. Let
z P šiPNXizq´1pJnpXqq. Then z “ pz1, z2, . . . , zn`kq where k ě 1 and zi ‰ e for
at least pn ` 1q-many i. Set Ui “ Xze if zi ‰ e and Ui “ X if zi “ e. Then
U “ śn`ki“1 Ui is an open neighborhood of z and U Ď šiPNXizq´1pJnpXqq since
for all u P U , we have |qpuq| ą n.
(3) if X is T1, then so is X
n. Each fiber q´1n pwq, w P JnpXq is finite and therefore
closed in Xn. Thus twu is closed in JnpXq for all n P N. Since JpXq is the inductive
limit of T1 spaces, JpXq is T1. 
Proposition 5.4. If X is T1, then every sequentially compact subspace of JpXq
lies in JnpXq for some n P N. In particular, if f : Y Ñ JpXq is a map from a
sequentially compact space Y , then Impfq Ď JnpXq for some n P N.
Proof. Let Y be a sequentially compact subspace of JpXq and suppose, to the
contrary, that for all n P N, there exists yn P JnpXq X pY zJn´1pXqq. Find a
convergence subsequence tynku Ñ y in Y and m P N such that y P JmpXq. Let
C “ tynk | nk ą mu and notice that y R C. Since C X JnpXq is finite in the T1
space JnpXq (recall (3) of Proposition 5.3), C X JnpXq is closed in JnpXq for all
n P N. Thus C is closed is JpXq; a contradiction. 
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To proceed further, we must describe basic open neighborhoods of a point
w P JnpXq supposing that teu is closed inX. Notice that JnpXqzJn´1pXq – pXzeqn
where pXzeqn is open in Xn. Hence, if w “ x1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xn has length n, then neigh-
borhoods of the form qnpśni“1 Uiq where Ui is an open neighborhood of xi in
Xzteu form a neighborhood base at w. Fix w P JnpXq where |w| “ m ă n.
The fiber q´1n pwq consists of all n-tuples v “ px1, x2, . . . , xnq such that there
exists an m-element subset Fv “ ti1, i2, i3, . . . , imu Ď t1, 2, 3, . . . , nu such that
qnpvq “ w “ xi1xi2xi3 ¨ ¨ ¨xim and xj “ e if j R Fv. Let U1, U2, U3, . . . , Um, V be
open neighborhoods in X such that xij P Uj and e P V . Since teu is closed in X,
we may choose these neighborhoods so that e R Uj for all j P t1, 2, . . . ,mu. For
each v P q´1n pwq, consider the open neighborhood Nv “
śn
k“1Avk of v in Xn where
Avk “ V if k R Fv and Avk “ Uj if k “ ij . Therefore,
N :“ NpU1, U2, U3, . . . , Um, V q “
ď
tNv | qpvq “ wu
is an open set containing q´1n pwq such that if y P N , then |qnpyq| ě m.
Proposition 5.5. For |w| “ m ă n, the set N “ ŤtNv | qpvq “ wu defined above
is saturated with respect to qn.
Proof. Suppose y “ py1, y2, y3, . . . , ynq P Xn, a “ pa1, a2, a3, . . . , anq P Nv, and
qnpyq “ yl1yl2yl3 ¨ ¨ ¨ ylm1 “ qnpaq for tl1, l2, l3, . . . , lm1u Ď t1, 2, 3, . . . , nu. Recall
that for each j P t1, 2, 3, . . . ,mu, we have e ‰ aij P Uj and ak P V if k ‰ ij for any
j. Thus the letters ai1 , ai2 , ai3 , . . . aim appear (not necessarily in a unique position)
in order within yl1yl2yl3 ¨ ¨ ¨ ylm1 . Let F 1 Ď tl1, l2, l3, . . . , lm1u be an m-element set
corresponding to such a sequence. Observe that if k “ lr R F 1, then ylr “ ak P V
and if k ‰ lr for any r P t1, 2, . . . ,m1u, then yk “ e. Finally, let v1 P q´1n pwq be the
n-tuple having the elements xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xim appear in order in the coordinates with
indices F 1 and e elsewhere. Now it is clear that y P Nv1 , completing the proof. 
The continuity of qn makes it clear that neighborhoods qnpNq constructed above
(i.e. determined by the open sets U1, U2, U3, . . . , Um, V in X) form a neighborhood
base at a word w P JnpXq of length |w| ă n. We call an open set of the form
qnpNq a standard neighborhood of w in JnpXq. Simply put, qnpNq consists of
all words y1y2 . . . yr such that y1, y2, . . . , yr has a subsequence yi1 , yi2 , . . . , yim with
yij P Uj and such that yi P V if i R ti1, i2, . . . imu.
Lemma 5.6. If teu is closed in X, then the quotient topology on JnpXq agrees
with the subspace topology inherited from JpXq. In particular, the inclusion of
generators σ : X Ñ JpXq is an embedding.
Proof. Since qn : X
n Ñ JpXq is continuous, the quotient topology on JnpXq is
finer than the subspace topology. First, we show the two topologies agree at points
in JnpXqzJn´1pXq. If w “ x1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xn has length n, then a basic neighborhood of
w in the quotient topology on JnpXq is of the form U “ qnpśnj“1 Ujq where Ui is
an open neighborhood of xi in Xzteu. Let V be the subset of JpXq consisting of
all words y1y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yk such that y1, y2, . . . , yk has a subsequence yi1 , yi2 , . . . , yin with
yij P Uj for all j. Now, q´1pV q is the union of the open sets of the form
śk
i“1Bk
where U1, U2, . . . , Un appears as a subsequence of B1, B2, . . . , Bk and such that
Bi “ X if Bi is not a member of this subsequence. Since V is open in JpXq and
V X JnpXq “ U , it follows that U is in the subspace topology on JnpXq.
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If |w| “ m ă n, consider an open set N “ NpU1, U2, . . . , Um, V q in Xn as
constructed above so that Wn “ qnpNq is a standard neighborhood of w in JnpXq.
For all k ą n, we may use the same open sets U1, U2, . . . , Um, V in X to form the
corresponding open set Nk in X
k so that Wk “ qkpNkq is a standard neighborhood
of w in JkpXq. Note that Wn Ď Wn`1 Ď Wn`2 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ and Wk`1 X JkpXq “ Wk for
all k ě n. Therefore, if W “ ŤkěnWk, then W XJkpXq “ Wk is open in JkpXq for
all k ě n. Since the inclusion functions JkpXq Ñ JnpXq, 1 ď k ă n are continuous
with respect to the quotient topology on both domain and codomain, it follows that
W X JkpXq “ Wn X JkpXq is open in JkpXq for 1 ď k ă n. Thus W is open in
JpXq and W X JnpXq “ Wn is in the subspace topology on JnpXq. 
Remark 5.7. Assuming that X is Hausdorff and |w| “ m ă n as above, we may
choose the open sets U1, U2, . . . , Um, V defining a standard neighborhood qnpNq to
be pairwise disjoint or equal. With this choice, if v, v1 P q´1n pwq and v ‰ v1, then
Nv XNv1 “ H. Hence, N “ NpU1, U2, . . . , Um, V q is the disjoint union of |q´1n pwq|-
many basic open sets Nv in the product topology on X
n. This observation makes
the proof of the following proposition straightforward.
Proposition 5.8. If X is Hausdorff, then JnpXq is Hausdorff for each n P N.
The quotient maps qn will only be open in degenerate cases. Hence, to prove
that JpXq is a pre-∆-monoid, we employ the following notion due to E. Michael.
Definition 5.9. [30] A continuous surjection f : A Ñ B is a biquotient map if
whenever b P B and U is an open cover of f´1pbq by open sets in A, then finitely
many sets fpUq with U P U cover some neighborhood of b.
Proposition 5.10. If X is Hausdorff, then qn : X
n Ñ JnpXq is biquotient for all
n P N.
Proof. Let w P JnpXq and U be an open cover of q´1n pwq by open sets in Xn. If
w “ x1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xn has length n, then q´1n pwq “ tvu Ď pXzeqn. Find U P U containing
v and an open neighborhood W of v in U X pXzeqn. Then qnpW q is an open
neighborhood of w contained in qnpUq. If |w| ă n and we write w “ xi1xi2 ¨ ¨ ¨xim P
JnpXq as described above, then for each v P q´1n pwq, find Mv P U such that v PMv.
Find open neighborhoods U1, U2, . . . , Um, V and define N “ ŤtNv | v P q´1n pwqu
so that qnpNq is a standard neighborhood of w. Since q´1n pwq is finite, we may
choose the sets U1, U2, . . . , Um, V so that Nv ĎMv for all v P q´1n pwq. Then qnpNq
is covered by the finitely many sets qnpMvq, v P q´1n pwq. 
Every biquotient map is quotient and products of biquotient maps are biquotient
[30, Theorem 1.2]. Therefore, for all n,m P N, the map qn ˆ qm : Xn ˆ Xm Ñ
JnpXq ˆ JmpXq, n,m P N is quotient. Let h : XnˆXm Ñ Xn`m be the canonical
homomorphism and µn,m : JnpXqˆJmpXq Ñ Jn`mpXq be the word-concatenation
function. Since µn,m ˝ pqn ˆ qmq “ qn`m ˝ h where qn ˆ qm is quotient, the map
µn,m is continuous by the universal property of quotient maps. We use this fact in
the next lemma.
Lemma 5.11. If X is Hausdorff, then JpXq is a pre-∆-monoid.
Proof. Let α, β : I Ñ JpXq be continuous paths and α ˚ β : I Ñ JpXq denote
the product path. By Proposition 5.4, we have Impαq Y Impβq Ď JnpXq for some
n P N. Since µn,n : JnpXq ˆ JnpXq Ñ J2npXq is continuous, α ˚ β “ µn,n ˝ pα, βq :
I Ñ J2npXq Ñ JpXq is continuous. 
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Even though JpXq is not always a true topological monoid, Lemma 5.11 ensures
that this issue does not affect our ability to apply the results in Section 4.
Definition 5.12. A kω-decomposition of a space X is a sequence A1 Ď A2 Ď A3 Ď
¨ ¨ ¨ Ď X of compact Hausdorff subspaces of X such that X “ ŤmPNAm and such
that X has the weak topology with respect to the collection tAmumPN. If a space
X admits a kω-decomposition, we call X a kω-space.
We refer to [21] for the basic theory of kω-spaces. All Hausdorff kω-spaces are
T4 and the class of kω-spaces is closed under finite products and countable dis-
joint unions. Hausdorff quotients of kω-spaces are kω-spaces and if tAmu is a
kω-decomposition of X, then tAnmu is a kω-decomposition of Xn.
Lemma 5.13. Suppose tAmu is a kω-decomposition of X. Then
(1) JpXq “ TMpXq,
(2) JpXq “ limÝÑm JpAmq,
(3) tJmpAmqu is a kω-decomposition of JpXq.
Proof. If tAmu is a kω-decomposition of X, then Xn is a kω-space. Since JnpXq
is a Hausdorff (recall Proposition 5.8) quotient of Xn, JnpXq is a kω-space. More-
over, since JpXq has the weak topology with respect to the sequence of closed T4
spaces tJnpXqu, JpXq is T4. As a Hausdorff quotient of the kω space šnPNXn, we
conclude that JpXq is a kω-space.
Since finite products of quotient maps of kω-spaces of quotient maps [30], q ˆ q
is quotient and it follows from the universal property of quotient maps that word-
concatenation JpXqˆJpXq Ñ JpXq is continuous. Hence, if X is a kω-space, then
JpXq is a topological monoid and is therefore the free topological monoid TMpXq
on pX, eq (recall Remark 5.2).
Since tAnmu is a kω-decomposition of Xn, the inclusions induce a quotient map
pn :
š
mPNAnm Ñ Xn for each n P N. If qAm :
š
nPNAnm Ñ JpAmq is the canonical
quotient map, then the top and vertical maps in the following commutative square
are quotient. š
pm,nqPN2 Anm
p
))
š
m qAm

š
n pn //
š
nPNXn
q
š
mPN JpAmq pJpimqq // JpXq
It follows that the bottom map is quotient. We conclude that JpXq has the weak
topology with respect to tJpAmqu, i.e. JpXq “ limÝÑm JpAmq. Finally, let p “
q ˝šn pn and notice that if Bm “ ŤtAji | maxti, ju ď mu, then tBmu is a kω-
decomposition for
š
pm,nqPN2 Anm. Since ppBmq “ JmpAmq, tJmpAmqu is a kω-
decomposition for the quotient space JpXq. 
We finish this subsection by showing that the based homotopy type the of James
reduced product is an invariant of based homotopy type.
Lemma 5.14. If H : X ˆ I Ñ Y is a basepoint-preserving homotopy, i.e. such
that Hpe1, tq “ e2 for all t P I, then so is the function G : JpX, e1q ˆ I Ñ JpY, e2q
given by Gpx1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xn, tq “ Hpx1, tq ˚Hpx2, tq ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚Hpxn, tq.
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Proof. The functionH 1 :
š
nPNXnˆI Ñ
š
nPN Y n defined asH 1ppx1, x2, . . . , xnq, tq “pHpx1, tq, Hpx2, tq, . . . ,Hpxn, tqq on the n-th summand is continuous. Fix px1, x2, . . . , xnq P
Xn, t P I, and set A “ ti | Hpxi, tq “ e2u. Since Hpe1, tq “ e2, we have
GpqXppx1, x2, . . . , xnqq, tq “ śiRAHpxi, tq “ qY pHpx1, tq, Hpx2, tq, . . . ,Hpxn, tqq.
Thus qY ˝H 1 “ G˝pqXˆ idIq. By a theorem of Whitehead [35, Lemma 4], qXˆ idI
is a quotient map. Therefore, G is continuous by the universal property of quotient
maps. Since Gpe1, tq “ e2 for all t P I, G is a basepoint-preserving homotopy. 
In particular, if two maps f, g : pX,xq Ñ pY, yq are homotopic rel. basepoint,
then the induced homomorphisms Jpfq, Jpgq : pJpXq, xq Ñ pJpY q, yq are also ho-
motopic rel. basepoint. The following lemma is an immediate consequence.
Lemma 5.15. If f : pX, e1q Ñ pY, e2q is a based homotopy equivalence, then so is
Jpfq : JpX, e1q Ñ JpY, e2q.
5.2. The surjectivity of the natural homomorphism pi1pX, eq Ñ pi1pJpXq, eq.
The continuous injection σ : X Ñ JpXq induces a natural homomorphism σ# :
pi1pX, eq Ñ pi1pJpXq, eq. This section is dedicated to proving the following theorem.
Theorem 5.16. If X is path connected and Hausdorff, then the inclusion σ : X Ñ
JpXq induces a surjection σ# : pi1pX, eq Ñ pi1pJpXq, eq.
To prove Theorem 5.16 for such a large class of spaces, we must carefully de-
compose loops in JpXq. Recall that since JpXq is a pre-∆-monoid (Lemma 5.11),
all results in Section 4 are applicable. For the remainder of this section, we assume
X is path connected and Hausdorff.
Lemma 5.17. Given α : I Ñ JnpXq, if there exists map β : p0, 1q Ñ Xn such that
qn ˝ β “ α|p0,1q, then there exists a unique path rα : I Ñ Xn such that qn ˝ rα “ α.
Proof. We show that β extends uniquely to r0, 1q; the extension at 1 is similar.
Let w “ αp0q. If |w| “ n, recall that Jn´1pXq is closed in JnpXq, and find s ą 0
such that αpr0, sqq Ď JnpXqzJn´1pXq. If h is the inverse of the homeomorphism
pqnq|pXzteuqn : pXzteuqn Ñ JnpXqzJn´1pXq, then we have a unique, continuous
extension rα|r0,sq “ h ˝ α|r0,sq.
Suppose that |w| ă n and find a standard open neighborhood U “ qnpNq of
w where |w| “ m and N :“ NpU1, U2, U3, . . . , Um, V q is the neighborhood of w
constructed above. In particular, q´1n pUq is the disjoint union of the open neigh-
borhoods Nv of v P q´1n pwq. Since α is continuous at 0, there exists s ą 0 such
that αpr0, sqq Ď U . Since βpp0, sqq is connected and lies in q´1n pUq, it must lie in
Nv for some unique v P q´1n pwq. Define rαp0q “ v. Since N is the disjoint union of
the sets Nv, it is clear that this is the only possible definition if we desire rα to be
continuous at 0. To verify the continuity of rα at 0, we maintain the value of v and
s but consider a new standard neighborhood qnpN 1q at w.
Let W be an open neighborhood of v “ px1, x2, x3, . . . , xnq in Xn. We may
find U 11, U 12, U 13, . . . U 1m, V 1 be open neighborhoods in X, as above, so that the neigh-
borhood N 1v “
śn
k“1Bvk (where Bvk “ V 1 if k R Fv and Bvk “ U 1j if k “ ij) of v is con-
tained inWXNv. Consider the saturated open setN 1 :“ NpU 11, U 12, U 13, . . . U 1m, V 1q “ŤtN 1y | y P q´1n pwqu in Xn whose image qnpN 1q is a standard open neighborhood
of w in JnpXq. The continuity of α ensures αpr0, tqq Ď qnpN 1q for some s ą t ą 0.
Since N 1v Ď Nv and βp0, sq Ď Nv, we must have βpp0, tqq Ď N 1v. In particular,rαpr0, tqq “ twu Y βpp0, tqq Ď N 1v ĎW . 
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Corollary 5.18. If α : I Ñ JnpXq is a path such that α´1pJnpXqzJn´1pXqq “
p0, 1q, then there exists a unique path rα : I Ñ Xn such that qn ˝ rα “ α.
Proof. Since qn restricts to a homeomorphism pXzeqn Ñ JnpXqzJn´1pXq, it is
clear that there is a unique map β : p0, 1q Ñ pXzeqn such that qn ˝ β “ α|p0,1q. We
then have that β extends uniquely to a path rα by Lemma 5.17. 
It is important to note that if α, β : I Ñ JnpXq are composable paths, i.e.
αp1q “ βp0q “ w for some w, and α´1pJnpXqzJn´1pXqq “ β´1pJnpXqzJn´1pXqq “
p0, 1q, then the unique lifts rα, rβ : I Ñ Xn satisfy trαp1q, rβp0qu Ď q´1n pwq but may
not themselves be composable.
Corollary 5.19. For any path α : I Ñ JnpXq with α´1pJnpXqzJn´1pXqq “ p0, 1q,
there exists unique paths α1, α2, α3, . . . , αn : I Ñ X “ J1pXq such that α “ ˚ni“1αi.
Lemma 5.20. Suppose n ě 2 and αk : I Ñ JnpXq is a (not necessarily composable)
sequence of paths such that tαku is null at w P JnpXq and that αk “ ˚ni“1αik with
αik : I Ñ X for all k P N. Then for every neighborhood U of w in JnpXq, the set
˚ni“1Impαikq lies in U for all but finitely many k P N.
Proof. Let qnpNq be a standard neighborhood of w in JnpXq such that qnpNq Ď U .
Recall that N is the disjoint union of Nv, v P q´1n pwq where Nv is a n-fold product
of open sets from the list U1, U2, U3, . . . , Um, V . Let rαk “ pα1k, α2k, α3k, . . . , αnk q :
I Ñ Xn be a lift of αk. Since αk is null at w, there exists K P N such that
Impαkq Ď qnpNq for all k ě K. Thus Imprαkq Ď N for all k ě K. In particular,
if k ě K, the connectedness of Imprαkq implies that Imprαkq Ď Nvk for some
vk P q´1n pwq. Therefore, since Nvk has the form of a product of n-open sets in X, we
have
śn
i“1 Impαikq Ď Nvk . We conclude that ˚ni“1Impαikq “ qnp
śn
i“1 Impαikqq Ď
qnpNvkq Ď qnpNq Ď U for k ě K. 
Lemma 5.21. Let n ě 2 and α : I Ñ JnpXq be a path such that α´1pJnpXqzJn´1pXqq “
p0, 1q. Let αi : I Ñ X “ J1pXq be the unique paths such that α “ ˚ni“1αi. Suppose
there exist j, k P t1, 2, . . . , nu with j ‰ k, αjp0q “ e, and αkp1q “ e. Then α is
homotopic to a path α1 : I Ñ Jn´1pXq by a homotopy with image ˚ni“1Impαiq.
Proof. The existence of the αi is guaranteed by Corollary 5.19. Suppose αjp0q “ e
and αkp1q “ e with j ‰ k. Define φ : t1, 2, . . . , nu Ñ t1, 2, . . . , nu to be a bijection
such that φpkq “ 1 and φpjq “ n. As described in Corollary 4.1, we have that
˚ni“1αi »
śn
i“1p˚nm“1βi,mq for paths
βi,m “
$’&’%
αmp0q, if φpmq P ti, i` 1, . . . , nu
αm, if φpmq “ i
αmp1q, if φpmq P t1, 2, . . . , i´ 1u
by a homotopy with image in ˚ni“1Impαiq. For convenience, write γi “ ˚nm“1βi,m.
By our choice of φ, αk is the k-th factor of γ1 and α
j is the j-th factor of γn.
Therefore αkp1q “ e is the k-th factor of γ2, γ3, . . . , γn and αjp0q “ e is the j-th
factor of γ1, γ2, . . . , γn´1. Therefore, α1 “śni“1 γi has image in Jn´1pXq. 
Lemma 5.22. For any n ě 2 and α P ΩpJnpXq, eq, there exists β P ΩpJnpXq, eq
such that α » β and where β satisfies the following: if pa, bq is a connected com-
ponent of β´1pJnpXqzJn´1pXqq and β|ra,bs “ ˚ni“1β|ira,bs, then β|jra,bsp0q “ e if and
only if β|jra,bsp1q “ e.
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Proof. Let tpaj , bjq | j P Ju be the set of connected components α´1pJnpXqzJn´1pXqq
with the property that when we write α|raj ,bjs “ ˚ni“1α|iraj ,bjs (by Corollary 5.19),
there exist k,m P N with k ‰ m, αkp0q “ e, and αmp1q “ e. Set U “ ŤjPJpaj , bjq.
For j P J , define Hj : raj , bjs ˆ I Ñ JnpXq to be the homotopy obtained from
Lemma 5.21 so that Hjps, 0q “ α|raj ,bjspsq, Hjps, 1q has image in Jn´1pXq, and
ImpHjq Ď ˚ni“1Impα|iraj ,bjsq. Now define H : I2 Ñ JnpXq by
Hps, tq “
#
Hjps, tq, if s P raj , bjs
αpsq, if s R U.
The continuity of α and each Hj guarantees that H is continuous everywhere except
at points in C ˆ I, where C is the set of limit points in BU . Thus to show H
is continuous, it suffices to show that H is continuous at points in C ˆ I. Let
pw, tq P C ˆ I be such a point. Let tpxn, ynqunPN be a sequence in I2 which
converges to pw, tq. Let M “ tn P N | xn P Uu. If M is finite then there exists
N P N such that Hpxn, ynq “ αpxnq for all n ě N , which implies tHpxn, ynqunPN
converges to Hpw, tq “ αpwq. So suppose that M is infinite. Let V be an open
neighborhood of Hpw, tq. Let Uk be the component of xk in U for k P M . By
Lemma 5.20, there exists K P N such that HpUk ˆ Iq Ď ˚ni“1Impα|iUkq Ď V for
all k ě K. Thus Hpxk, ykq P V for all k ě K. Thus tHpxk, ykqukPM converges
to Hpw, tq. Also, tHpxn, ynqunPNzM is either finite or converges to Hpw, tq. Hence
tHpxn, ynqunPN converges to Hpw, tq. Therefore H is continuous.
Let βpsq “ Hps, 1q and observe that β satisfies the conditions of the lemma. 
Lemma 5.23. Suppose n ě 2 and α : I Ñ JnpXq is a path such that α´1pJnpXqzJn´2pXqq “
p0, 1q and where α satisfies the following: if Cj is the closure of a connected compo-
nent of α´1pJnpXqzJn´1pXqq and α|Cj “ ˚ni“1α|iCj , then α|mCj p0q “ e if and only if
α|mCj p1q “ e. Then there exists path rα : I Ñ X2n´1 such that q2n´1 ˝ rα “ α. More-
over, rα “ prα1, rα2, . . . , rα2n´1q for paths rαi : I Ñ X and α “ ˚2n´1i“1 rαi is homotopic
to a path δ : I Ñ Jn´1pXq by a homotopy with image in ˚2n´1i“1 Imprαiq.
Proof. Suppose α : I Ñ JnpXq satisfies the conditions in the statement of the
lemma. LetA “ tAj | j P Ju be the set of connected components of α´1pJnpXqzJn´1pXqq
and let C “ tAj | j P Ju. By Lemma 5.19, we may write α|Cj “ ˚ni“1α|iCj for paths
α|iCj : Cj Ñ X. Additionally, by hypothesis, for each Cj P C, there exists unique
mj P t1, 2, . . . , nu such that α|mjCj p0q “ α|mjCj p1q “ e. Let D “ tDk | k P Ku be
the set of connected components of p0, 1qzŤA. Note that each Dk P D is either
a point, a closed interval, or possibly an interval of the form p0, as or rb, 1q. Since
αpŤDq Ď Jn´1pXqzJn´2pXq, and Jn´1pXqzJn´2pXq – pXzteuqn´1, we may write
α|Dk “ ˚n´1i“1 α|iDk for unique maps α|iDk : Dk Ñ Xzteu. For i P t1, 2, . . . , nu, define
function γ2i´1 : p0, 1q Ñ X by
γ2i´1psq “
#
α|iCj psq, if s P Cj and mj “ i
e, otherwise.
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For i P t1, 2, . . . , n´ 1u, define function γ2i : p0, 1q Ñ X by
γ2ipsq “
$’&’%
α|iDkpsq, if s P Dk
α|iCj psq, if s P Cj and mj ą i
α|i`1Cj psq, if s P Cj and mj ď i.
We verify the continuity of both γ2i´1 and γ2i in a similar fashion. In both cases
it suffices to check continuity at points in
ŤD. So let t P ŤD and consider
αptq “ x1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xn´1. Note that γ2iptq “ xi and γ2i´1ptq “ e. Let V be an
open neighborhood of e in X and let U1, U2, . . . , Un´1 be open neighborhoods in
X of of x1, x2, . . . , xn´1 respectively such that U1, U2, . . . , Un´1, V are pairwise
disjoint or equal. Construct standard open neighborhood qnpNq of αptq where
N “ NpU1, U2, . . . , Un´1, V q “ ŤtNv | v P q´1n pαptqqu. Since α is continuous, there
exists an open neighborhood W of t in p0, 1q such that αpW q Ď qnpNq.
To see that γ2i´1pW q Ď V , we check that for all Wj “ W X Cj where mj “
i we have γ2i´1pWjq Ď V . When restricting to such Wj , we can lift α|Wj to
unique map pα|1Wj , . . . , α|nWj q : Wj Ñ Xn. Since e R
Ťn´1
r“1 Ur, we must have that
pα|1Wj , . . . , α|nWj qpWjq Ď Nv where Nv “ U1ˆU2ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆUi´1ˆV ˆUiˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆUn´1.
Thus αipWjq Ď V which shows that γ2i´1pWjq Ď V . We conclude that γ2i´1pW q Ď
V .
For the continuity of γ2i, we show that γ2ipW q Ď Ui. We begin by again checking
that for all Wj “ W X Cj we have that γ2ipWjq Ď Ui. For α|Wj , its unique lift
pα|1Wj , . . . , α|nWj q : Wj Ñ Xn has image in Nv “ U1 ˆ U2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Umj´1 ˆ V ˆ
Umj ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Un´1 due to the fact that e R
Ťn´1
r“1 Ur. Thus if i ă mj , we have
that α|iWj pWjq “ γ2ipWjq Ď Ui. Similarly if i ě mj , we have that α|i`1Wj pWjq “
γ2ipWjq Ď Ui. It remains to show that for all W 1k “WXDk we have that γ2ipW 1kq “
α|iDkpW 1kq Ď Ui. We have qn´1˝pα|1Dk , . . . , α|n´1Dk qpW 1kq “ α|DkpW 1kq Ď qnpNq. Note
that since e R Ťn´1r“1 Ur, we have q´1n´1pqnpNqq “ U1ˆU2ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆUn´1 in Xn´1. Thus
pα|1Dk , . . . , α|n´1Dk qpW 1kq Ď U1 ˆU2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆUn´1, completing the proof of continuity.
Let γ : p0, 1q Ñ X2n´1 be the map defined as γ “ pγ1, γ2, . . . , γ2n´1q. By
construction, we have that q2n´1 ˝ γ “ α|p0,1q. Using Lemma 5.17, extend γ to a
path rα “ prα1, rα2, . . . , rα2n´1q : I Ñ X2n´1 so that α “ q2n´1 ˝ rα “ ˚2n´1i“1 rαi. The
definition of γ2i´1 makes it clear that rα2i´1 : I Ñ X must be a loop based at e.
Since αp0q P Jn´2pXq, there exists j P t1, 2, . . . , n´1u such that rα2jp0q “ e. Define
φ : t1, 2, . . . , 2n´1u Ñ t1, 2, . . . , 2n´1u to be a bijection such that φp2jq “ 2n´1.
As described in Corollary 4.1, we have that ˚2n´1i“1 rαi » ś2n´1i“1 p˚2n´1m“1 βi,mq by a
homotopy with image in ˚2n´1i“1 Imprαiq. Set δi “ ˚2n´1m“1 βi,m. For i P t1, 2, . . . , 2nu
we have that rα2jp0q “ e appears in the factorization of δi. Additionally, for pn´1q-
many values of k P t1, 2, . . . , nu, either rα2k´1p0q “ e or rα2k´1p1q “ e appear in
the factorization of δi. Finally, when i “ 2n ´ 1, there are n-many occurrences ofrα2k´1p0q “ e or rα2k´1p1q “ e in the factorization of δi. Thus by our choice of φ, for
all i P t1, 2, . . . , 2n´ 1u there exist at least n-many values of m such that βi,m “ e.
We conclude that δ “ś2n´1i“1 δi, our desired path, has image in Jn´1pXq. 
Lemma 5.24. Let n ě 2 and β P ΩpJnpXq, eq such that β satisfies the following: if
pa, bq is a connected component of β´1pJnpXqzJn´1pXqq and β|ra,bs “ ˚ni“1β|ira,bs,
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then β|jra,bsp0q “ e if and only if β|jra,bsp1q “ e. Then there exists γ P ΩpJn´1pXq, eq
with β » γ.
Proof. Suppose β P ΩpJnpXq, eq satisfies the conditions in the lemma. Let U “Ť
jPJpaj , bjq where paj , bjq is a connected component of β´1pJnpXqzJn´2pXqq. For
j P J , define Hj : raj , bjs ˆ I Ñ JnpXq to be the homotopy obtained from Lemma
5.23 so that Hjps, 0q “ β|raj ,bjspsq and where Hjps, 1q has image in Jn´1pXq. Now
define H : I2 Ñ JnpXq by
Hps, tq “
#
Hjps, tq, if s P raj , bjs
βpsq, if s R U.
To show H is continuous, it suffices to show that H is continuous at points in
C ˆ I, where C is the set of limit points in BU . Let pw, tq P C ˆ I be such a point.
Let tpxn, ynqunPN be a sequence in I2 which converges to pw, tq. Let M “ tn P N |
xn P Uu. If M is finite then there exists N P N such that Hpxn, ynq “ βpxnq for all
n ě N , which implies tHpxn, ynqunPN converges to Hpw, tq. So suppose that M is
infinite. Let V be an open neighborhood of Hpw, tq. Let Uk be the component of xk
in U for k PM . As described in Lemma 5.23, β|Uk “ ˚2n´1i“1 rβ|iUk . By Lemma 5.20,
there exists K P N such that HpUkˆIq Ď ˚2n´1i“1 Imprβ|iUkq Ď V for all k ě K. Thus
Hpxk, ykq P V for all k ě K. Thus tHpxk, ykqukPM converges to Hpw, tq. Also,
tHpxn, ynqunPNzM is either finite or converges to Hpw, tq. Hence tHpxn, ynqunPN
converges to Hpw, tq. Therefore H is continuous.
Let γpsq “ Hps, 1q and observe that γ P ΩpJn´1pXq, eq. 
Lemma 5.25. For n ě 2, every loop α P ΩpJnpXq, eq is homotopic to a loop
γ P ΩpJn´1pXq, eq.
Proof. For an arbitrary loop α P ΩpJnpXq, eq, we apply Lemma 5.22 to obtain a
loop β P ΩpJnpXq, eq, homotopic to α, which satisfies the conditions of Lemma
5.24. Then by Lemma 5.24, β is homotopic to loop γ P ΩpJn´1pXq, eq. 
Finally, we are able to complete the proof of Theorem 5.16.
Proof of Theorem 5.16. Given a loop α P ΩpJpXq, eq, we have Impαq Ď JnpXq for
some n P N by Proposition 5.4. Lemma 5.6 ensures that α is continuous with respect
to the quotient topology on JnpXq. Repeated application of Lemma 5.25 implies
that there exists β P ΩpJ1pXq, eq with α » β in JpXq. Thus σ#prβsq “ rαs. 
We consider some immediate consequences of Theorem 5.16, which will be used in
Section 5.3. The Hurewicz homomorphism hX : pi1pX, eq Ñ H1pXq is the abelian-
ization map, pi1pJpXq, eq is abelian, and σ# : pi1pX, eq Ñ pi1pJpXq, eq is surjective.
Hence, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.26. If X is a path-connected Hausdorff space and hX : pi1pX, eq Ñ
H1pXq is the Hurewicz homomorphism, then there exists a unique, natural, surjec-
tive homomorphism ρ : H1pXq Ñ pi1pJpXq, eq such that ρ ˝ hX “ σ#.
The naturality of the maps σ gives σ# ˝ f# “ Jpfq# ˝ σ# for any based map
f : pX, e1q Ñ pY, e2q. Applying Theorem 5.16 gives the following.
Corollary 5.27. If Y is path-connected and Hausdorff and the map f : pX, e1q Ñ
pY, e2q induces a surjection on pi1, then so does the homomorphism Jpfq : pJpXq, e1q Ñ
pJpY q, e2q.
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Corollary 5.28. If M is a path-connected, Hausdorff pre-∆-monoid, then σ# :
pi1pM, eq Ñ pi1pJpMq, eq is an isomorphism.
Proof. The identity map id : M Ñ M induces a continuous homomorphism rid :
JpMq ÑM such that rid ˝ σ “ id. Since σ is a section, σ# is injective. Surjectivity
is given by Theorem 5.16. 
Hence, iterated application of the James reduced product immediately stabilizes
for pi1.
Remark 5.29. Using the surjectivity of σ# or ρ, known cardinality results for
fundamental groups [32, 33] or first singular homology [8] imply that if X is a Peano
continuum, then either (1) X is semilocally simply connected and pi1pJpXq, eq is a
finitely generated abelian group or (2) X is not semilocally simply connected and
pi1pJpXq, eq is uncountable.
5.3. Some Computations. We begin by considering the case when X is well-
pointed at its basepoint e P X, i.e. when the inclusion teu Ñ X is a cofibration.
Although, we could argue that the proof in [34, Chapter VII.2] applies, we provide
a simple and direct argument that the epimorphism ρ : H1pXq Ñ pi1pJpXq, eq
from Corollary 5.26 is an isomorphism. Let λ : X Ñ Ω˚pΣXq be the unit map
of the loop-suspension adjunction composed with the based-homotopy equivalence
ΩpΣXq – Ω˚pΣXq to the Moore loop space. Let rλ : JpXq Ñ Ω˚pΣXq be the
induced continuous homomorphism such that rλ ˝ σ “ λ.
Theorem 5.30. If X is path-connected, Hausdorff, and well-pointed at its basepoint
e P X, then ρ : H1pXq Ñ pi1pJpXq, eq is an isomorphism.
Proof. Since X is well-pointed, ΣX is homotopy equivalent to the unreduced sus-
pension on X and it follows that the suspension homomorphism Σ : H1pXq Ñ
H2pΣXq is an isomorphism. The injectivity of ρ may be verified directly from the
following commutative diagram where h1, h2 are the Hurewicz homomorphisms.
Note that the outermost square commutes by the compatibility of the suspension
operations and Hurewicz homomorphisms. The surjectivity of h1 then gives the
commutativity of the bottom square.
pi1pXq
λ#
&&
h1
yyyy
σ#

H1pXq
Σ
–
%%
ρ
// pi1pJpXqq
rλ#
// pi2pΣXq
h2xx
H2pΣXq

Example 5.31. It is known that H1pHq – ZN‘pZN{‘NZq where the second sum-
mand combines [22, VII.42 Exercise 7] with the Eda-Kawamura representation in
[11]. If e P H is any point other than b0, write JpH, eq for the James reduced prod-
uct on pH, eq. Since H is locally contractible at e, we have canonical isomorphism
ρ : H1pHq Ñ pi1pJpH, eq, eq. Although JpH, eq is transfinitely pi1-commutative at its
identity e (since it is locally contractible at e), it is not transfinitely pi1-commutative
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at b0 P H Ď JpH, eq. For if it were, the loop ś8n“1p`n¨`n`1¨`n´ ¨`´n`1q P ΩpJpH, eq, b0q
would represent the trivial element in pi1pJpH, eq, b0q. However, this loop is not null-
homologous in H by Eda’s 0-form Lemma [11, Lemma 3.6].
We contrast the previous example by using transfinite pi1-commutativity to com-
pute pi1pJpHq, b0q. Recall that T “ śnPN S1 is the infinite torus and that the
embedding η : H Ñ T induces the surjection η# : pi1pH, b0q Ñ ZN. Since T is a
topological group with identity element x0, there is a unique continuous monoid
homomorphism rη : JpHq Ñ T such that rη ˝ σ “ η.
Theorem 5.32. rη# : pi1pJpHq, b0q Ñ pi1pT, x0q is an isomorphism. In particular,
pi1pJpHq, b0q – ZN.
Proof. By Theorem 5.16, the inclusion σ : HÑ JpHq induces a surjection on pi1 and
by Corollary 4.12, there exists a unique homomorphism g : pi1pT, x0q Ñ pi1pJpHq, b0q
such that g ˝ η# “ σ#.
pi1pH, b0q
η#
wwww
σ#

η#
'' ''
pi1pT, x0q g // pi1pJpHq, b0q rη# // pi1pT, x0q
Since rη# ˝ g ˝ η# “ rη# ˝ σ# “ η# where η# is surjective, we have rη# ˝ g “ id.
Additionally, since σ# “ g˝η# “ g˝rη#˝σ# and σ# is surjective, we have g˝rη# “ id.
Thus g and rη# are inverses. 
Remark 5.33. Since pi1pJpHq, b0q – ZN is cotorsion-free, it follows from Theorem
3.20 that JpHq is transfinitely pi1-commutative and has well-defined transfinite pi1-
products at all of its points. This provides an example of a monoid, which is not a
group, satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 4.15.
Remark 5.34. The previous computations for pH, b0q and pH, eq with e ‰ b0 indi-
cate that given two points e1, e2 P X, the groups pi1pJpX, e1q, e1q and pi1pJpX, e2q, e2q
need not be isomorphic. In particular, if e ‰ b0, then pi1pJpHq, eq – H1pHq is first
singular homology and pi1pJpHq, b0q – Hˇ1pHq is first Cˇech singular homology group.
Example 5.35 (Double Hawaiian Earring). In R2, set H1 “ H, H2 “ tp´x´1, yq |
px, yq P Hu, and A “ r´1, 0s ˆ t0u. Then X “ H1 Y H2 Y A consists of the line
segment A with a copy of H attached at each endpoint (See Figure 4). We take
the origin e “ b0 to be the basepoint of X and let D be the smallest closed disk
containing H1. Let i : H1 Ñ X be the inclusion and r : X Ñ H2 Y A be the map
collapsing H1 to e. Since H1 and H2YA are both based retracts of X, the induced
homomorphisms i#, Jpiq# in the diagram below are injective and, likewise, the
homomorphisms r#, Jprq# are surjective.
1 // pi1pH1, eq
σ#

i#
// pi1pX, eq
σ#

r#
// // pi1pH2 YA, eq
σ#

// 1
1 // pi1pJpH1q, eq
Jpiq#
// pi1pJpXq, eq
Jprq#
// // pi1pJpH2 YAq, eq // 1
Since the composition r# ˝ i# is trivial and the vertical maps are surjective, it is
clear that Jprq# ˝ Jpiq# is trivial. We show the lower sequence is exact. Suppose
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α P ΩpX, eq such that Jprq#pσ#prαsqq “ rσ ˝ r ˝ αs “ 1 in pi1pJpH2 Y Aq, eq. Since
X “ pH1, eq_pH2YA, eq where H2YA is locally simply connected at e, we may write
α “ a1¨b1¨a2¨b2 ¨ ¨ ¨ am¨bm where ak P ΩpH1, eq and bk P ΩpH2YA, eq. However, since
H2YA is well-pointed at e, the homomorphism σ# : pi1pH2YAq Ñ pi1pJpH2YAq, eq
is abelianization. Therefore, rr ˝ αs “ rśmk“1 bks lies in the commutator subgroup
of pi1pH2 Y A, eq. Since r# is a retraction, rśmk“1 bks also lies in the commutator
subgroup of pi1pX, eq. Since pi1pJpXq, eq is abelian, we have rσ ˝śmk“1 bks “ 1 in
pi1pJpXq, eq and therefore,
Jpiq#
˜«
σ ˝
mź
k“1
ak
ff¸
“
mź
k“1
rσ ˝ aks “
mź
k“1
rσ ˝ aks
mź
k“1
rσ ˝ bks “ σ#prαsq.
This proves that kerpJprq#q ď ImpJpiq#q.
Since the lower sequence is exact and H1 is a retract of X, the homomorphism
Jpiq# splits to give pi1pJpXq, eq – pi1pJpH1q, eq ‘ pi1pJpH2 Y Aq, eq. Recall that
we computed pi1pJpH1q, eq – Hˇ1pHq – ZN in Theorem 5.32 and since H2 Y A
is well-pointed at e and (freely) homotopic to H2, we have pi1pJpH2 Y Aq, eq –
H1pH2 Y Aq – H1pH2q – ZN ‘ pZN{ ‘N Zq. We find that it is most intuitive to
understand pi1pJpXq, eq by the isomorphism pi1pJpXq, eq – Hˇ1pHq ‘ H1pHq. The
first summand is Cˇech homology since JpXq is transfinitely pi1-commutative at e.
Since the wild point p´1, 0q P H2 is not used as the basepoint to construct JpXq,
one may show, as in Example 5.31, that JpXq is not transfinitely pi1-commutative
at p´1, 0q. This explains why the second summand is ordinary singular homology,
i.e. the finitary abelianization of pi1pH, b0q. Abstractly, we have an isomorphism
pi1pJpXq, eq – ZN ‘ pZN{ ‘N Zq since ZN ‘ ZN – ZN.
Finally, by taking an infinite concatenation of commutators in ΩpH2, p´1, 0qq as
in Example 5.31, we see that JpXq does not have well-defined infinite pi1-products
at p´1, 0q. On the other hand, consider the open neighborhood U “ H1Yp´1{2, 0s
of e in X. Since q´1n pJnpUqq “ Un in Xn, a straightforward argument shows that
JpUq embeds onto an open subspace of JpXq. Since U » H1 rel. basepoint, we
have that pi1pJpUq, eq – pi1pJpH1q, eq – ZN is cotorsion-free. Thus, by Theorem
3.20, JpUq has well-defined transfinite pi1-products at all of its points. Since there
is a path-connected open neighborhood of e in JpXq with well-defined transfinite
pi1-products at e, JpXq also has well-defined transfinite pi1-products at e.
Figure 4. The space X “ H1 YH2 YA
Remark 5.36 (Transfinite Abelianization). The above examples serve to show
that pi1pJpXq, eq is an abelian quotient of pi1pX, eq in which infinite products of
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commutators of loops based only at e are trivialized. In this sense, pi1pJpXq, eq
appears to behave as an “infinitary abelianization” of pi1pX, eq at e. In the case
of X “ H, pi1pJpHq, b0q – ZN agrees with the notion of “strong abelianization”
of pi1pH, b0q defined in [5, 10]. Furthermore, the examples above justify transfinite
pi1-commutativity (Definition 3.4) as a point-wise property since a space might only
have this property at some of its points. This allows one to transfinitely abelianize
pi1pX, eq at any non-empty subset A Ď X: the transfinite abelianization of pi1pX, eq
at A Ď X is the quotient pi1pX, eq{Cτ pAq where Cτ pAq is generated by homotopy
classes of loops β ¨ śτ αn ¨ `śτ αφpnq˘´ ¨ β´ where β : I Ñ X is a path from
e to a P A, tαnu is null at a, and φ : N Ñ N is a bijection. Note that Cτ pAq
contains the ordinary commutator subgroup of pi1pX, eq as long as A ‰ H. Hence,
pi1pX, eq{Cτ pAq is commutative in the usual sense. By Theorem 4.10, pi1pJpXq, eq
is a quotient of the transfinite abelianization of pi1pX, eq at teu. These two groups
are equivalent for all examples considered in this paper. Although the authors do
not know if pi1pJpXq, eq andpi1pX, eq{Cτ pteuq are always isomorphic, it is expected
that such equivalence would occur often (see Problem 5.43 below).
Recall that there exists a natural epimorphism ρ : H1pXq Ñ pi1pJpXq, eq induced
by the Hurewicz map. Additionally there exists a canonical homomorphism Υ :
H1pXq Ñ Hˇ1pXq to the first Cˇech singular homology group.
Theorem 5.37. If X is a Peano continuum, then there is a natural surjective
homomorphism κ : pi1pJpXq, eq Ñ Hˇ1pXq such that κ ˝ ρ “ Υ. Moreover, if Υ
splits, then so does κ.
Proof. Consider X as the inverse limit limÐÝnpXn, rn`1,nq of compact polyhedra Xn
so that the inverse system pXn, rn`1,nq is an HPol-expansion for X (see [2, 29]
for details). Let rn : X Ñ Xn denote the projection maps. Since the compact
metric space X is locally path-connected, we may choose the spaces Xn so that
each homomorphism prnq# : pi1pX, eq Ñ pi1pXn, xnq is surjective [2]. For each
n P N, we have the following commutative square where the vertical morphisms are
the surjections induced by the Hurewicz homomorphism.
H1pXq rn˚ // //
ρ

H1pXnq
– ρn

pi1pJpXq, eq
κn
66 66
Jprnq#
// // pi1pJpXnq, pnpeqq
Since rn induces a surjection on pi1, both horizontal morphisms are surjective.
Moreover, since Xn is well-pointed at all of it’s points, ρn is an isomorphism (recall
Theorem 5.30). Thus κn “ pρ´1n ˝ Jprnq#q : pi1pJpXq, eq Ñ H1pXnq is a surjective
homomorphism satisfying κn ˝ ρ “ rn˚. The naturality of the maps ρn give ρn ˝
prn`1,nq˚ ˝ κn`1 “ Jprn`1,nq# ˝ ρn`1 ˝ κn`1 “ Jprn`1,nq# ˝ Jprn`1q# “ Jprnq#,
which shows that prn`1,nq˚ ˝ κn`1 “ ρ´1n ˝ Jprnq# “ κn. Therefore, we have a
natural induced homomorphism κ : pi1pJpXq, eq Ñ limÐÝnH1pXnq “ Hˇ1pXnq to the
inverse limit. Our construction of κ ensures that κ ˝ ρ “ Υ. Since X is a Peano
continuum, Υ : H1pXq Ñ Hˇ1pXq is surjective [13]. Therefore, κ is surjective. For
the final statement, note that if Υ has a section s : Hˇ1pXq Ñ H1pXq, then ρ ˝ s is
a section of κ. 
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It is known that when X is a one-dimensional Peano continuum, the homomor-
phism Υ splits [11]. Hence, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.38. If X is a one-dimensional Peano continuum, then Hˇ1pXq is a
summand of pi1pJpXq, eq.
Example 5.39 (Shrinking Wedges). Let tXkukPN be a sequence of based, con-
nected, compact CW-complexes and X “ ĂŽkXk be the “shrinking wedge” of
this sequence with wedge point e P X. Then X is a Peano continuum and it
is well-known that Hˇ1pXq – śkPNH1pXkq [10]. We show that pi1pJpXq, eq –ś
kPNH1pXkq by showing the epimorphism κ from Theorem 5.37 is injective. Let
rk : X Ñ Xk be the canonical projections and suppose α P ΩpJpXq, eq is a non-
constant loop such that κprαsq “ 0. We may assume Impαq Ď X, which gives that
rk ˝ α is null-homologous in Xk for all k P N. Applying Lemma 3.8 to pJpXq, eq
and Ipα´1peqq, we see that α is homotopic in JpXq to an infinite concatenation
β “ś8k“1 βk where βk is a null-homologous loop in Xk. Since pi1pX, eq canonically
inject’s into pˇi1pX, eq [31], it follows that X is homotopically Hausdorff [7, Lemma
2.1]. Hence, we may replace each βk with a homotopic finite concatenation of com-
mutator loops in Xk without changing the homotopy class of β. Now, we may
perform an infinite shuffle identical to that in the proof of (3) ñ (1) in Theorem
3.6 to see that β is homotopic in JpXq to an infinite concatenation γ of consecutive
inverse pairs in X. Such a loop γ is null-homotopic in X and hence rαs “ rγs “ 0
in pi1pJpXq, eq.
Our final two examples include spaces with trivial first Cˇech homology.
Example 5.40 (Harmonic Archipelago). The harmonic archipelago HA is the
space obtained by attaching a 2-cell en to H along the loop `n ¨ `´n`1 for all n P N.
Although pi1pHA, b0q is uncountable and locally free [26], every loop α P ΩpHA, b0q
is homotopic to a loop in every neighborhood of b0. Let A1 “ H and Am “
HY e1 Y e2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y em´1 so that tAmu is a kω-decomposition for HA. By Lemma
5.13, JpHAq – limÝÑm JpAmq and tJmpAmqu is a kω-decomposition of JpHAq. In
particular, every loop and null-homotopy in JpHAq must have image in JpAmq for
some m P N. Let Y “ JpHq Y HA, that is, the space obtained by attaching the
2-cells en to JpHq by the attaching maps σ ˝ p`n ¨ `´n`1q : I Ñ H Ñ JpHq. The
map σ : HA Ñ JpHAq factors as σ “ i1 ˝ i2 for inclusions i2 : HA Ñ Y and i1 :
Y Ñ JpHAq. Since the induced homomorphism σ# : pi1pHA, b0q Ñ pi1pJpHAq, b0q
is surjective by Theorem 5.16, pi1q# : pi1pY, b0q Ñ pi1pJpHAq, b0q is surjective. We
will show that pi1q# is an isomorphism.
First, let rm : HÑ Hěm be the retraction satisfying f ˝`i “ `m for 1 ď i ď m´1
and consider the following induced diagram where i3, i4, i5, i6 are the indicated
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inclusions.
pi1pH, b0q
prmq#

pi5q#
 
σ#
// // pi1pJpHq, b0q
Jprmq#

pi4q#
'' ''
pi1pHěm, b0q
pi6q#
66σ#
// // pi1pJpHěmq, b0q pi3q# // pi1pY, b0q
The top and bottom triangles and the square obviously commute. The outermost
triangle commutes since i6˝rm » i5 for any m P N. The last triangle commutes, i.e.
pi3q# ˝ Jprmq# “ pi4q#, by the surjectivity of the top σ# and the commutativity
of the other subdiagrams. Note that since pi4q# is surjective by the construction
of Y , pi3q# is also surjective for all m P N.
Now suppose β P ΩpJpHěmq, b0q is such that i1 ˝ i3 ˝ β is null-homotopic in
JpHAq Then i1 ˝ i3 ˝ β is null-homotopic in JpAmq for some m P N. We have the
following commutative square where i7, i8 are the indicated inclusions.
pi1pJpHěmqq Jpi7q#– //
pi3q#

pi1pJpAmq, b0q
Jpi8q#

pi1pY, b0q pi1q# // pi1pJpHAq, b0q
Since i7 : Hěm Ñ Am is a based homotopy equivalence, Lemma 5.15 gives that
Jpi7q# is an isomorphism. Therefore, since Jpi7q#prβsq “ 1, we have rβs “ 1 and
thus ri3 ˝βs “ 1. Since pi3q# : pi1pHěm, b0q Ñ pi1pY, b0q is surjective, the injectivity
of pi1q# follows.
By Theorem 5.32, we may identify pi1pJpHq, b0q with ZN where rσ ˝ `ns cor-
responds to the unit vector en P ZN. Therefore, pi1pY, b0q is isomorphic to the
quotient ZN{N where N “ xen´en`1 | n P Ny for all j, k P N. It is straightforward
to check that there is an isomorphism ZN{ ‘N Z Ñ ZN{N induced by the homo-
morphism ZN Ñ ZN, pa1, a2, a3, . . . q ÞÑ pa1, a2´ a1, a3´ a2, . . . q. We conclude that
pi1pJpHAq, b0q – pi1pY, b0q – ZN{‘NZ. Additionally, since HA is not homotopically
Hausdorff at b0 and σ# : pi1pHA, b0q Ñ pi1pJpHAq, b0q is non-trivial, JpHAq is not
homotopically Hausdorff at b0. It follows from Proposition 4.17 that JpHAq is not
homotopically Hausdorff at any of its points.
Example 5.41 (Griffiths Twin Cone). Let O “ t2k´ 1 | k P Nu and E “ t2k | k P
Nu so that HO andHE are the sub-Hawaiian earrings of odd and even indexed circles
respectively. Let CHO be the cone over HO in R3 with vertex p0, 0, 1q and CHE be
the cone over HE in R3 with vertex p0, 0,´1q. The space G “ CHOYCHE is often
called the Griffiths Twin Cone and is known to have uncountable fundamental group
despite being the one-point union of two contractible spaces [23]. Let i : HÑ G be
the inclusion and consider the following diagram where g is the isomorphism from
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Theorem 5.32.
pi1pH, b0q
σ#
$$ $$
i#

η#
// ZN
g
–
// pi1pJpHq, b0q
Jpiq#

pi1pG, b0q σ# // // pi1pJpGq, b0q
The homomorphism i# is surjective by the van Kampen Theorem and thus Jpiq# is
surjective by Corollary 5.27. Consider an arbitrary element pa1, a2, a3, a4, . . . q P ZN
and define the corresponding loop α “ `ś8k“1 `a2k´12k´1 ˘ ¨ `ś8k“1 `a2k2k ˘ in H. Then
η#prαsq “ pa1, a2, a3, a4, . . . q. However, i#prαsq “ 1 in pi1pG, b0q and thus Jpiq# ˝
gppa1, a2, a3, a4, . . . qq “ σ#pi#prαsqq “ 1. This proves that the surjection Jpiq# ˝ g
is trivial. We conclude that pi1pJpGq, b0q is the trivial group.
Remark 5.42. It remains an open question whether or not pi1pHA, b0q and pi1pG, b0q
are isomorphic groups [28, Problem 1.1]. In the previous two examples, we have
shown that pi1pJpHAq, b0q – ZN{ ‘N Z and pi1pJpGq, b0q “ 1. We encourage the
reader to check that pi1pJpHAq, b0q and pi1pJpGq, b0q are isomorphic to the respec-
tive transfinite abelianizations of pi1pHA, b0q and pi1pG, b0q at tb0u (in the sense of
Remark 5.36). In this way, we have identified a distinction between the natural in-
finitary structure each group inherits from the loop space. Since the referenced open
problem only involves the underlying groups and not these infinitary operations, the
fact that pi1pJpHAq, b0q fl pi1pJpGq, b0q does not distinguish the group-isomorphism
types of pi1pHA, b0q and pi1pG, b0q.
Recall that the natural map λ : X Ñ Ω˚pΣXq to the Moore loop space induces a
continuous homomorphism rλ : JpXq Ñ Ω˚pΣXq such that rλ ˝ σ “ λ. Additionally,
by Remark 5.36, there is a canonical surjection Λ : pi1pX, eq{Cτ pteuq Ñ pi1pJpXq, eq
on the transfinite abelianization at teu induced by σ#. Hence, we have the following
commutative diagram.
pi1pX, eq
vvvv
σ#

λ#
''
pi1pX, eq{Cτ pteuq
Λ
// // pi1pJpXq, eq rλ# // pi2pΣX, e0q
While rλ# is an isomorphism on pi1 when X is well-pointed (from the proof Theorem
5.30), the authors find the results in this paper to be evidence that both rλ# and Λ
are isomorphisms for all path-connected Hausdorff X.
Problem 5.43. For a path-connected Hausdorff space X and point e P X, consider
the following three groups:
(1) pi1pJpXq, eq
(2) pi2pΣX, e0q
(3) pi1pX, eq{Cτ pteuq.
Must these groups all be naturally isomorphic to each other?
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